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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wirral Council have been carrying out annual inspections of their shoreline to review the behaviour of their 

coastal defences against a qualitative interpretation of coastal process behaviour, since the completion of the 

King’s Parade Beach Stabilisation scheme in the mid 1980s. 
 

The Coastal Process Inspection, whilst considering the effects of coastal processes on the Wirral foreshore and 
the impact of intervention in the form of defences, provides evidence of changes as a consequence of their 

interaction. Furthermore the interpretative report goes on to explain the mechanism behind the evidenced 

behaviour and to predict the likely morphological changes in the short and long term. This prediction of likely 
behaviour is invaluable in the management of the foreshore and coastal defences and also for long term 

planning. The output from the Coastal Process Inspection has been used to aid justification for coastal schemes 
along North Wirral since its start. 

 
Up until 2008, Dr Phil Barber of Shoreline Management Partnership carried out the annual process inspection. 

From 2009-2012 inspections were carried out by Coastal Engineering UK Ltd (CEUK) and in 2013 CEUK were 

awarded the Contract, under the North West Regional Monitoring Framework (NWRMF), to carry out inspections 
from 2013-2015.  

 
The report presented here is the fifth in a series of reports produced by Coastal Engineering UK Ltd on behalf of 

Wirral Council.  

 
2. INSPECTION DETAILS 

The Coastal Process Inspection takes the form of a walkover of Wirral’s shoreline between Seacombe Ferry and 
Banks Road, Heswall. These boundaries include, where tidal conditions allow, the perimeters of all linked and 

offshore breakwaters. In addition details are recorded at three discrete locations in the River Dee between 
Banks Road and the borough boundary at Gayton, at the following locations: 

 

 Riverbank Road, Heswall; 

 Park West / Marine Drive, Heswall; and 

 Cottage Lane, Heswall. 

 
The boundary of the Hilbre archipelago is not covered specifically by the Process Inspection although its 

position and importance to, and influence, on process behaviour are acknowledged in the commentary 
provided. 

 

The annual Wirral Coastal Process Inspection for 2013 was carried out over two days in July 2013. Table 2.1 
below provides details of the general conditions applying across each of the sections inspected.   

 
The inspection was carried out by Alan Williams and Nick Chapman of Coastal Engineering UK Ltd accompanied 

by Mr Neil Thomas of Wirral Council’s Highways Management - Coast Protection section. 
 

The inspection comprises taking photographs, which record the condition of the foreshore and key features 

including natural and artificial coastal defences, from the same positions as used in the previous years’ 
inspections, supplemented by additional locations where necessary and taking notes relating to key 

observations made during the inspection.  This provides for direct comparison of conditions applying with 
photographs taken on previous inspections. 

 

Observations are linked, where appropriate, to the current local and strategic monitoring being carried out 
under the NWRMF. The locations of Wirral Council’s beach profile monitoring are identified on Figure 2.1. This 

year the timing of the inspection coincided with the annual recording of the beach profiles and the data from 
the latter has been used, to inform the comparisons with previous years’ observations. 

 

Photographs were taken using a Sony Cybershot DSC-HX100V digital still camera at 5MP (2592x1944) image 
setting.  A number of photographs were recorded using the “Sweep Panorama” function.  Others were shot 

individually and panoramic images created using Microsoft Image Composition Editor Software.  In addition the 
majority of photos are geotagged.  Details of the location the photographs have been taken (in Latitude and 
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Longitude) can be found in the file properties of each photograph.  Alternatively the location can be viewed 
using Google Picasa software (downloaded from http://picasa.google.com/). Alternatively the geotagged 

information can be extracted and used to import the locations into a suitable GIS system.  Photographs are 

identified as WC12XXYY_ZZZ, where XX represents the month (01-12), YY the inspection day (01, 02, 03 etc.) 
and ZZZ the sequential frame number of the photograph taken on that day.   

 
In addition all photograph locations were recorded on a hand held GPS, with a position accuracy of ± 10 

metres.  Each location is denoted e.g. WC012.  Positions are recorded in decimal lat/long co-ordinates and 

subsequently converted to OSGB36 National Grid with± 2 metre accuracy.  The locations of the fixed 
photograph positions, overlaid on aerial photographs of the frontage, are shown in Figure 2.2 to Figure 2.4. 

 
A CD Rom containing MS Word and Pdf versions of the report together with all the digital images of the 

individual photographs and the panoramas, in jpg format, is provided to accompany the report.   
 

Table 2.1:  Inspection Details 

Frontage Date / Time Low Water 

Time(1) 

Low Water 

Height (m)(2) 
Weather 

Fort Perch Rock, New 

Brighton to Seacombe 
Ferry 

29th July 2013 

08.45-11.30 
11.10 -2.83 

Dry, bright and sunny to 

start with clouds becoming 
overcast with heavy rain 

shower later. 

Wind SW, moderate to 
fresh breeze, force 4-5. 

Red Rocks (Hoylake) to 

Banks Rd Heswall 

29th July 2013 
12.45-17.00 

11.10 -2.83 

Generally dry and bright 
with occasional overcast 

clouds. 
Wind WSW-SW, moderate 

to strong breeze, force 4-6. 

Riverbank Road, 

Heswall 

Park West / Marine 
Drive, Cottage Lane, 

Heswall  

Station Road, 
Thurstaston 

30th July 2013 
14.15-14.30 

11.59 -2.23 
Dry and Bright with clouds  
Wind NNW, light breeze 

force 2. 

Red Rocks (Hoylake) to 

Fort Perch Rock, New 

Brighton 

30th July 2013 
07.15-13.30 

11.59 -2.23 

Dry, bright and sunny to 
start with clouds becoming 

more overcast later. 
Wind SSW v WNW-NNW 

later. Light to moderate 
breeze, force 2-4. 

Notes 

1. Low water times are BST Liverpool, unless otherwise stated 

2. Low water heights are relative to Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN), which is 4.93m above Chart Datum at 
Liverpool. Mean Low Water Spring Tide (Liverpool) = -4.20m (OD) Newlyn 

 

The wind speed and direction data from the Hilbre environmental data station for the period during and 
preceding the inspections is provided in Figure 2.5.  

http://picasa.google.com/
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Figure 2.1 – Location of WC Profiles 
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Figure 2.2 – Waypoint Locations: Heswall to Red Rocks 
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Figure 2.3 – Waypoint Locations: Red Rocks to Perch Rock
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 Figure 2.4 – Waypoint Locations: Perch Rock to Seacombe Ferry
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Figure 2.5 – Wind speed and direction from the Hilbre environmental data station for 1st to 31st July 2013 
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3. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

The report of the inspection is provided in section 4 below within a standard inspection record proforma that 

has been developed by CEUK from those used in previous inspections and which was used for the 2009, 2010, 
2011 and 2012 inspections. 

 

The Inspection records make reference to the morphological changes identified in previous Inspection Reports 
and build upon these based upon the findings of this year’s survey. Key areas addressed include the change 

induced by intervention measures that have altered process behaviour, with specific consideration given to the 
position and condition of specific features and how they interact with the coastal defences, such as: 

 

• offshore sandbanks 
• mud-flats 

• low-water channels 
• gullies 

• rip-channels and other coastal features 
 

Where no coastal defences exist, or where natural defences are predominant an indication of the rate of 

erosion, accretion and/or response to changes due to sea level rise is provided. Foreshore composition is noted 
and explanations put forward for changes that have occurred since the previous survey.  

 
The qualitative data on morphological change deduced from the onsite observations, is reinforced, where 

appropriate by reference to the coastal monitoring data collected locally by Wirral Council and the more 

strategic monitoring data available through the Cell 11 Regional Monitoring Strategy, including: 
  

• beach profile and topographic monitoring (as Figure 2.1) 
• wave and tide climate 

• meteorological data 
• other topographic data e.g. LiDAR 

• aerial photography 

 
Data from Wirral Council’s profile database has continued to be examined and analysis of the trends in the 

change in beach cross sectional area above a common datum at each profile location has been carried out, 
utilising the functions in the SANDS software.   

 

This year analysis of trends has concentrated on examining changes across as much of the profile length as 
possible rather than the length that is common to all profiles.  Accordingly some profiles have not been utilised 

in the analysis.  Information identifying the date of the earliest and latest profiles used in the analysis, the 
length of profile that has been examined, the base datum and numbers of profiles use and the overall trend in 

cross sectional area identified from the data are provided in summaries relating to each section of frontage. 
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4. INSPECTION RECORDS 

The records relating to the inspection are provided below, in geographical order from west to east around the 

shoreline of the Wirral, starting at Gayton and ending at Seacombe Ferry.  Photo numbering is therefore not in 
chronological order.  For presentation purposes the inspection area is split into 3 primary process areas: 

 

• River Dee; 
• North Wirral; and 

• River Mersey. 
 

Within each primary process area the shoreline is split into a number of secondary process areas within which 

process behaviour may be considered as reasonably uniform, as follows: 
 

River Dee  
 

• Gayton to Tinkers Dell, Heswall; 
• Tinker’s Dell to Marine Lake West Kirby; 

• Marine Lake frontage; and 

• Marine Lake to Red Rocks. 
 

North Wirral 
 

 Red Rocks to Hoylake RNLI Station; 

 Hoylake RNLI Station to Dovepoint; 

 Wallasey Embankment; 

 Leasowe Bay to Harrison Drive; and 

 Kings Parade, Wallasey (Coastguard to Fort Perch). 

 

River Mersey 
 

• Fort Perch to Tower Groyne; 
• Tower Groyne to Egremont Groyne; and 

• Egremont Groyne to Seacombe Ferry. 
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4.1 RIVER DEE 

 

COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER DEE 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Borough Boundary (Gayton) to Tinker’s Dell 

 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_161 to 
29_156 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

No monitoring 
of conditions 

carried out, 

apart from 
annual 

inspection of 
the condition 

of defences. 

The conditions applying at the upstream end of the Wirral Dee frontage between the borough 
boundary at Gayton and Banks Rd at Heswall are recorded by examination at three discrete 

locations: 

 
 Cottage Lane 

 Riverbank Road 

 Park West / Marine Drive  

 

The frontage here is dominated by the wide expanse of saltmarsh that has developed across 
this frontage during the 20th century.  

 
As in previous years no change in the condition of the shoreline or its defences, at these 

three locations, can be gleaned from a ground level view. The intermittent defences observed 

at the three locations remain in the same condition as previously recorded.  
 

As identified previously, the ground level photos continue to provide a record of conditions 
and are required to provide a complete picture of conditions across the Wirral frontage. 

However, as suggested previously future monitoring across this section is most appropriately 

carried out using remote sensing methods e.g. aerial photographs, LiDAR etc. alongside 
review of wave and tide conditions, to establish any changes in the extent of the saltmarsh 

and any movement in the channel location which will provide advance warning of changes in 
conditions applying.   

 
Regular collection of LiDAR data through the NWRMF, on typically a 2/3 year frequency, is 

beginning to provide data to support examination of changes over the wider inter-tidal area 

that cannot be surveyed using traditional ground based methods.  For this year’s report, no 
additional remote sensing data was available to inform the commentary. 

  
Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 

defence condition inspections, as currently carried out.  Also the previous oblique aerial 

 Remote sensing 

monitoring to inform 
changes 

 Confirm land 

ownership/defence 

responsibilities 
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photography has proved useful in identifying some of the previous changes that have 
occurred that aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these 

surveys is considered very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although 

they would benefit from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views 
and key features are captured. 

 

 
The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.2.  

 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130729_***) 

WC01 Cottage Lane - Access 131 326556 379995 160 161   

WC02 Riverbank Rd - Access 130 326248 380492 158 159   

WC03 Marine Drive - Access 127 325859 380968 156 157   

 

Frame WC130729_161 
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Frame WC130729_160 

 

                                     
 Frame WC130729_159 Frame WC130729_158 
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 Frame WC130729_157 Frame WC130729_156 

 

 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_155 to 

29_143 

WC Beach 

Profiles 129, 
130. 

 
Annual 

inspection of 

the condition 
of the 

shoreline & 
defences.  

The northern part of this section of frontage covers the frontage from Banks Rd at Heswall to 

the upstream end of the Thurstaston cliffs, known as “Tinker’s Dell”.  Saltmarsh continues to 
dominate the foreshore conditions but is gradually reducing in width as the shoreline moves 

northerly, exposure increases and conditions become less favourable for saltmarsh growth. 
The Gayton channel widens out from Banks Rd north and provides a more pronounced 

barrier between the outer marsh and a generally narrower strip of upper marsh on the 

landward side of the channel.  The outer marsh is riddled with narrow channels, which feed 
some of the tidal waters to and from the middle of the estuary at higher states of the tide.  

 
This section marks the boundary with the Thurstaston cliffs where the marsh starts to reduce 

in width and sand and gravel sediments, which are primarily a product of littoral processes 
and cliff erosion, form a stable upper beach (frames 103-04).  

 

The ground photographs taken and observations made during the inspection show no change 
in shoreline conditions from those recorded previously. 

 
The discharge from Tinker’s Dell has cut a channel through the sand and shingle beach, with 

 Continue existing 

beach profile 

monitoring. 
 Use of remote sensing 

monitoring to 

supplement existing 
regime 
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conditions applying similar to those at the time of the 2012 inspection add due to the rainfall 
that had occurred immediately prior to the inspection being carried out (ref Figure 4.1). 

 

The two beach profiles, as well as recording changes in the cross shore profile, also provide a 
record of changes in beach form e.g. mud to saltmarsh.  Trends of changes in the cross 

sectional area of the beach are limited to generally within 100 metres of the shoreline (see 
table below) and show that modest accretion is taking place with an average trend of +2.4m3 

per metre run of shoreline, since the late 1990s.  

 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A01674 130 75 2.5 08/99 65 10/13 116 1.0 9 

11A01678 129 115 1.0 07/93 221 10/13 301 3.7 6 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 

 

As in the section to the south, additional monitoring across this section is most appropriately 
carried out using remote sensing methods e.g. aerial photographs, LiDAR etc., alongside a 

review of wave and tide conditions, to establish any changes in the extent of the saltmarsh 

and any movement in the channel location which will provide advance warning of changes in 
conditions applying.  Regular collection of LiDAR data through the NWRMF, on typically a 2/3 

year frequency, is beginning to provide data to support examination of changes over the 
wider inter-tidal area that cannot be surveyed using traditional ground based methods. For 

this year’s report, no additional remote sensing data was however available to inform the 
commentary. 

 

Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 
defence condition inspections, as currently carried out.  Also the previous oblique aerial 

photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred that 
aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is considered 

very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they would benefit 

from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views and key features are 
captured. 
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The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.2. 
 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130729_***) 

WC04 Banks Road, Heswall Slipway - Top 325327 381457 154 155   

WC05 Isolated Armour stone Block Vehicular Barrier 325224 381568 151 152 153  

WC06 S End of Target Rd Defences 325094 381706 149 150   

WC07 Target Road Sewage Works Outfall 325012 381809 147 148   

WC09 Target Rd - 1st Surface Water Outfall 324853 381969 145 146   

WC10 Tinkers Dell 324670 382127 143 144   

 

 

 
Frame WC130729_154 
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Frame WC130729_155 

 

 

              
 Frame WC130729_153 Frame WC130729_152 
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 Frame WC130729_151 Frame WC130729_150 

 

              
 Frame WC130729_149 Frame WC130729_148 
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Frame WC130729_147 

 

 
Frame WC130729_146 
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Frame WC130729_145 

 
 

 
Frame WC130729_144 
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Frame WC130729_143 
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Figure 4.1 – Recorded Rainfall from the Hilbre environmental data station 1st to 31st July 2013 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER DEE 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Tinker’s Dell to Marine Lake West Kirby 

 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_144 to 

29_119 
 

29_157 to 

29_163 

WC Beach 

Profiles 119-
128. 

 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 
of the 

shoreline & 
defences.  

This frontage comprises the shoreline from the northerly limit of saltmarsh development 

adjacent to Tinker’s Dell to the south side of the Marine Lake. The principal feature across this 
section is the boulder clay cliffs that continue along the majority of the length and which were, 

until 1980, undefended.  The shoreline across this frontage is split into two discrete lengths: 

 
 the southerly section from Tinker’s Dell to the slipway at Thurstaston Sailing Club, where 

the cliffs remain undefended 

 the northerly section, where defences have been erected to prevent further erosion from 

taking place 
 

 Continue existing 

beach profile 

monitoring. 
 Use of remote sensing 

monitoring to 

supplement existing 

regime 
 

Across the southerly section from Tinker’s Dell to the slipway at Thurstaston Sailing Club the 

shoreline remains unconstrained and generally free to react to the forcing conditions applying, 
being influenced by coastal processes along the toe and run-off due to rainfall on the crest and 

face. 
 

As last year, to supplement the views taken at shore level additional panoramas of the 

frontage were recorded from the crest of the cliffs at Thurstaston (frames 30_157 to 30_163). 
 

The foreshore in front of the cliffs consists of a wide sandy gently sloping beach with a steeper 
upper section and crest berm comprising a mixture of sand, shingle and cobbles, which are 

remnants of past erosion of the cliffs.  This is clearly illustrated in the majority of the 
photographs.  This upper strip is generally quite narrow (typically 20-30 metres) being at its 

narrowest at the southern end before widening out north of the boulder erratic (WC14), ref.  

frame 90.  From here the upper beach remains a relatively uniform width until opposite Shore 
Cottages (frames 79 and 80/81), where it fans out forming a ness of sand and shingle, along 

the crest of which has developed a reed bed that provides natural defence to the property. On 
the north side of Shore Cottages the width decreases again. 

 

The predominant composition of the upper beach varies longshore with greater surficial 
shingle content at the southern end where the width is at its narrowest. The lower foreshore is 

predominantly fine sand and muds although as observed previously this is only a thin veneer 
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with the underlying boulder clay exposed in places. The tide was covering the majority of the 
lower beach during the inspection so little could be discerned across this section from ground 

level; although noticeably there were more exposed areas of boulder clay south of waypoint 

WC13 (29_137) with the sand and shingle having been stripped off the surface here.  
 

No change to the extent of the intermittent clumps of saltmarsh vegetation could be 
ascertained due to the tidal conditions. 

 

Local slumping and erosion along the toe of the cliffs was also evident in places, particularly 
just north of the outfall at WC15 (29_130/31) and between Thurstaston slipway and the Shore 

Cottage “ness” (124).   This may have been induced by the high tides in the week prior to the 
inspection 

     
At the “ness” opposite Shore Cottage there was no sign of the gully from the watercourse 

discharge that was in evidence last year, indicating that this was, as suspected, just a transient 

feature associated with prolonged periods of rainfall; with the rainfall that had occurred in the 
12 hours prior to this year’s inspection, insufficient to cause such an effect. 

 
The Gayton channel continues to meander across the frontage and its proximity to the 

shoreline remains a key influence on the marine induced erosion of the cliff, particularly at the 

upstream end where it is closest to the shoreline.  The cliff top views provide a good visual 
indication of the proximity of the channel to the shoreline and comparison of these views with 

those of last year’s indicate some slight changes in the channel but nothing significant, with 
particularly the meander at the southern end (30_157) exhibiting similar alignment to that 

observed previously. 
 

It continues to be important to monitor the development of these channels as potentially 

movement of the channels closer inshore could increase the erosion along the toe of the cliffs, 
which could have implications particularly for the cliff top caravan park and Shore Cottage, as 

well as cliff top access paths. 
 

As identified previously the ness is acting as a natural control on shoreline evolution, similar to 

a groyne, with the frontage across the promontory being essentially stable whilst the 
shorelines to the north and south are eroding.  It also appears from the observations that the 

boulder erratics further to the south are carrying out a similar role but to a much lesser extent 
with the upper beach wider on the downstream side of the erratic and narrow on the upstream 

side. 
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There continues to be little evidence of longshore drift across the frontage, although what drift 
is occurring is moving material upstream and principally the Shore Cottages “ness” and to a 

lesser extent the erratic are providing a limiting function in restricting but not altogether 

preventing onward southerly passage of material. 
 

Trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the beach are limited to generally within 200 
metres of the shoreline (see table below) and show that behaviour varies across the frontage 

with some profiles showing accretion whilst others are showing erosion.  Overall the frontage 

is identified as being in equilibrium but with cyclical behaviour taking place, with an average 
trend of -0.1m3 per metre run of shoreline, since the mid 1980s/early 1990s. The maximum 

positive trend is at profile 120 (adjacent to Shore Cottages) confirming previous observations 
of change in the “ness” here.   

 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A01682 128 110 0.5 07/93 266 10/13 226 -3.0 8 

11A01686 127 100 0.0 07/93 228 10/13 268 0.3 9 

11A01690 126 150 0.0 07/93 255 10/13 272 0.6 9 

11A01694 125 100 0.0 07/93 224 10/13 211 -0.8 13 

11A01698 124 120 -1.0 07/93 331 10/13 363 1.9 13 

11A01702 123 170 -1.0 07/93 411 10/13 479 -0.6 13 

11A01706 122 125 0.0 07/93 308 10/13 295 -1.3 14 

11A01710 121 170 0.0 07/93 424 10/13 404 -1.4 14 

11A01714 120 210 1.0 07/85 338 10/13 430 2.3 23 

11A01718 119 250 -0.5 07/85 753 10/13 791 1.4 23 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 

 
The monitoring being carried out shows that this section of frontage is reasonably stable under 

normal conditions applying but clearly susceptible to more significant change resulting from 
storm events.  Although overall the frontage south of Marine Lake is losing sediments, some 

areas are more susceptible than others.  Overall the collection of beach monitoring data is 

considered to be generally adequate across this frontage for year on year monitoring of 
changes in the upper sections of the beach. However it is recommended that remote sensing 

data e.g. LiDAR and aerial photography (recorded at or close to low water) be examined in 
addition, to provide an overview of change over the wider area and particularly to monitor the 

position and movement of the Gayton channel and changes to key features such as the Shore 

Cottages Ness. Regular collection of LiDAR data through the NWRMF, on typically a 2/3 year 
frequency, is beginning to provide data to support examination of changes over the wider 
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inter-tidal area that cannot be surveyed using traditional ground based methods. For this 
year’s report, no additional remote sensing data was available to inform the commentary. 

Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 

defence condition inspections, as currently carried out.    Monitoring of the toe of the upper 
beach around the ness at Shore Cottage commenced in July 2013, in accordance with 

recommendations made in the 2012 report.  Comparison data will be available to inform 
commentary in the 2014 report.  

 

Also the previous oblique aerial photography has proved useful in identifying some of the 
changes that have occurred that aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  

Continuation of these surveys is considered very useful to supplement the ground inspections 
carried out, although they would benefit from improved specification requirements to ensure 

comparative views and key features are captured. 
 

The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.2. 

 Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130729_***) 

WC10 Tinkers Dell 324670 382127 143 144     

WC11 Thurstaston Cliffs - Adjacent to Landslip 324381 382417 140 141 142    

WC12a    138 139     

WC13 Thurstaston Cliffs 324140 382749 137      

WC14 Thurstaston Cliffs - Access by Small Boulder Erratic 324034 382888 133 134 135 136   

WC15 Thurstaston Cliffs - Outfall 323931 383024 130 131 132    

WC17 Opposite Shore Cottage Access 323577 383448 127 128 129    

WC18 Isolated Rock Between Causeway & Shore Cottages 323403 383624 124 125 126    

WC18b    123      

WC20 Top of Cliff/Thurstaston Sailing Club 322983 383960 119 120 121 122   

    Photo Nos (WC130730_***) 

WC15a Thurstaston Cliffs – Crest above Outfall 323931 383100 157 158     

WC16a Thurstaston Cliffs – Crest  323922 383102 159 160 161    

WC17a Thurstaston Cliffs – Crest at Visitors Centre 323600 383600 162 163     
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Frame WC130729_144 

 

Frame WC130729_143 
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Frames WC130729_141_42 
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 Frame WC130729_140 Frame WC130729_139 

 

              
 Frame WC130729_138 Frame WC130729_137 
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 Frame WC130729_136 Frame WC130729_135 

 

                         Frames WC130729_133_34 
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Frame WC130729_132 

        

Frames WC130729_130_31 
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Frame WC130729_129 

 
 

 
Frame WC130729_128 
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Frame WC130729_127 

 

 
Frame WC130729_126 
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 Frame WC130729_125 Frame WC130729_124 

 

              
 Frame WC130729_123 Frame WC130729_122 
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Frame WC130729_121 

 
 

 
Frame WC130729_120 
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Frame WC130729_119 

 

              
Frame WC130730_157 
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Frame WC130730_158 

 
 

 
Frame WC130730_159 
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Frame WC130730_160 

 

              
Frame WC130730_161 
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Frame WC130730_162 

 

 
Frame WC130730_163 
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PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_122 to 
29_092 

WC Beach 
Profiles 118-

100. 

 
Annual 

inspection of 
the condition 

of the 
shoreline & 

defences.  

The frontage between the Thurstaston causeway and the south side of the Marine Lake is 
entirely defended by artificial defences (mostly comprising rock armour but with a short 

section of concrete revetment at the northern end of the frontage). The defences are mostly 

privately owned and maintained, apart from a short section at the south end, in front of 
Thurstaston Sailing Club and the section across the Cubbins Green frontage, between Croft 

Drive and the properties at Riverside immediately south of the Marine Lake) which were 
installed by and are currently maintained by Wirral Council. There have been no changes to 

shoreline or defence arrangements or change in the condition of defence structures, applying 
across this section but the maintenance of the rock armour fronting Cubbins Green was 

completed after the 2012 inspection. Plans to carry out a similar exercise across the Caldy Golf 

Club frontage have not yet received the required permissions. 
 

The overall foreshore conditions are similar to those that exist across the undefended sections 
with a steeper upper beach of limited width and a lower sandy mud beach extending out 

towards the centre of the estuary.   

 
Across the Caldy Golf club frontage conditions across the upper beach were generally similar to 

those observed in 2012, although there was no wrack line visible along the upper beach and 
the sand was noticeable wetter in appearance possibly due to the earlier rainfall.  As across 

the Thurstaston Cliffs frontage, underlying boulder clay continues to be exposed from time to 
time along the upper/lower beach boundary (29_111 & 112).  Around the Croft Drive outfall 

structure, no discernible change was evident. 

 
The line of sandstone blocks, thought to be the remains of the old Dawpool Quay 

approximately 20 metres from the defence line, as identified in previous  inspections, remains 
visible (29_112, 121 etc.) and may have a localised effect on upper foreshore behaviour across 

the Caldy Golf club frontage. 

 
Across the northern part of the frontage between the Croft Drive outfall and Marine Lake, 

south of the Cubbins Green access slipway, conditions were similar to those observed in 2012 
with only marginally more surficial sand in evidence on the upper beach.  The cyclical changes 

in upper beach surficial composition here are probably linked to exposure conditions and the 

minor changes in shoreline orientation and promontory effect, which induces a slight 
narrowing of the upper beach in the centre of this section, which can only be discerned from 

examination of vertical aerial photography.  
 

 Continue existing 

beach profile 
monitoring. 

 Use of remote sensing 

monitoring to 
supplement existing 

regime 

 Remedial works to 

private defences 
(individual 

landowners 
responsibility) 

 Impacts of Croft Drive 

outfall 

 Continued 

observation and 
monitoring of cliff and 

defence adjacent to 
manhole, south of 

Melloncroft Drive 

slipway 
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North of the Cubbins Green slipway, conditions were broadly similar to those observed in 2012 
with the upper beach exhibiting similar characteristics to that along the Caldy Golf Club 

frontage i.e. no wrack line visible and wetter surface appearance.  The discharge from the 

outfall at the north end of Cubbins Green was having less of a local effect on beach conditions 
due to the generally drier conditions before the inspection (immediate rainfall 

notwithstanding).  
 

Across the Macdonna Drive/Riverside residentially developed section of frontage between 

Cubbins Green and the Marine Lake, little change in beach conditions was evident. 
 

In addition to the above, no changes to defence conditions were observed. 
 

Overall conditions remain broadly similar to those observed previously, and although there is 
evidence that sandy sediments are moved about across the frontage, generally the 

observations continue to support cyclical behaviour.   

 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A01722 118 280 -2.0 07/85 1162 12/13 1304 3.2 22 

11A01728 117 400 -2.0 07/85 1176 12/13 1302 5.7 12 

11A01732 116 360 -2.5 07/85 1265 10/13 1169 -4.0 14 

11A01734 115 380 -2.5 07/85 1250 08/01 1339 11.9 6 

11A01735 114 280 -1.5 07/85 792 10/13 708 -0.5 21 

11A01738 113 350 -3.0 07/85 1316 08/01 1804 30.4 6 

11A01740 112 370 -2.5 07/85 1404 10/13 1222 -0.4 13 

11A01742 111 375 -3.0 07/85 1690 08/01 1681 4.6 11 

11A01744 110 200 0.0 07/85 385 10/13 317 -2.3 22 

11A01746 109 425 -3.0 07/85 1912 08/99 1667 -15.1 11 

11A01748 108 425 -2.0 07/85 1489 10/13 1273 -5.8 17 

11A01749 107 275 0.0 07/86 795 03/07 397 -9.0 12 

11A01752 106 275 0.0 07/86 439 10/13 422 -1.7 23 

11A01758 105 425 -0.5 07/86 922 10/13 772 -4.9 23 

11A01762 104 425 0.0 07/85 839 10/13 699 -4.3 24 

11A01766 103 425 1.0 07/85 564 10/13 377 -4.8 22 

11A01770 102 425 1.0 07/85 601 10/13 456 -3.8 24 

11A01774 101 425 0.0 07/85 1065 10/13 869 -6.7 22 

11A01778 100 425 -0.5 07/85 1102 08/01 961 -13.9 5 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 
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There is more volatility in beach behaviour across this section, concomitant with the increased 
exposure of this section of frontage. A number of the profiles (ref 100, 107, 109, 111, 113 and 

115 identified in red in the table) do not contain any data for the past five to ten years but 

suggest that up to the end of the 20th century the southern part of this section was gaining 
beach volume whilst the northern half was losing it. These trends have not been included in 

the determination of average changes across this section. Overall the profiles that include data 
up to 2013 are all exhibiting erosive trends of varying magnitude, apart from the southern 

most profiles (117,118) adjacent to Thurstaston slipway/sailing club. 

 
Trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the beach are limited to generally within 500 

metres of the shoreline (see table below) and show that modest erosion is taking place with an 
average trend of -2.3m3 per metre run of shoreline, since the mid 1980s. 

  
No changes in overall volume have been calculated for 2013. 

 

As identified last year, whilst the collection of beach monitoring data is considered to be 
generally adequate across this frontage for year on year monitoring of changes in the upper 

sections of the beach, it is recommended that remote sensing data e.g. LiDAR and aerial 
photography (recorded at or closer to low water) be examined in addition, to provide an 

overview of change over the wider area and particularly to monitor the position, movement 

and impact of the Gayton channel.  Regular collection of LiDAR data through the NWRMF, on 
typically a 2/3 year frequency, is beginning to provide data to support examination of changes 

over the wider inter-tidal area that cannot be surveyed using traditional ground based 
methods.  For this year’s report, no additional remote sensing data was available to inform the 

commentary. 
 

Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 

defence condition inspections, as currently carried out. Also the previous oblique aerial 
photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred that 

aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is considered 
very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they would benefit 

from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views and key features are 

captured. 
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The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.2. 
 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130729_***) 

WC20 Top of Cliff/Thurstaston Sailing Club 322983 383960 119 120 121    

WC22 Caldy Golf Club South End 322678 384198 115 116 117    

WC22a Part way along CGC frontage   112 113 114    

WC22b Part way along CGC frontage   111      

WC23 Caldy Golf Club North End 322379 384632 109 110     

WC24 Steps at Croft Drive Outfall 322227 384824 106 107 108    

WC25 Downstream of Croft Drive Outfall 322114 384978 104 105     

WC26 First Property Shore Drive 322015 385145 102 103     

WC26a Manhole in Cliff upstream of Melloncroft Slipway 321977 385206 101      

WC27 Melloncroft Drive Slipway 321915 385328 099 100     

WC29 Main Sewer Outfall 321768 385597 096 097 098    

WC30 Outfall through armour 321725 385679 095      

WC31 Selwyn Corner 321645 385753 093 094     

WC32a South end of Marine Lake ? ? 092      

  

 
Frame WC130729_121 
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Frame WC130729_120 

 

 
 

 

 
Frame WC130729_119 
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 Frame WC130729_117 Frame WC130729_116 

 

 

               
 Frame WC130729_115 Frame WC130729_114 
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 Frame WC130729_113 Frame WC130729_112 

 

 

                                         
 Frame WC130729_111 Frame WC130729_110 
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 Frame WC130729_109 Frame WC130729_108 

 

 

                            
Frame WC130729_107 
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Frame WC130729_106 

 

 

                                         
 Frame WC130729_105 Frame WC130729_104 
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 Frame WC130729_103 Frame WC130729_102 

 

 

                                         
 Frame WC130729_101 Frame WC130729_100 
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Frame WC130729_099 

 

 
Frame WC130729_098 
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Frame WC130729_097 

 
 

 
Frame WC130729_096 
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Frame WC130729_095 

 

 
Frame WC130729_094 
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Frame WC130729_093 
 

 

 
Frame WC130729_092 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER DEE 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Marine Lake Frontage 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_091 to 
29_080 

WC Beach 
Profiles 94-99. 

 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 
of the 

shoreline & 

defences.  

The conditions applying around the Marine Lake are a function of the structure itself, its 
interaction with the adjacent natural rock outcrops and the behaviour of the hydrodynamic 

forces applying. 

 
The foreshore composition varies across the frontage beginning primarily muds and silts 

across the south flank but becoming progressively coarser moving northerly. At the northern 
end the frontage provides a fine sandy beach of significantly higher elevation than elsewhere 

around the lake, which interfaces to the foreshore areas between the shoreline and Hilbre 

Island to the north.   
 

There have been no changes to shoreline arrangements or change in the condition of lake 
perimeter structures, applying across this section, nor has there been any significant change 

in the upper foreshore conditions applying across the frontage since the previous inspection, 
with only the following being of note: 

 

 The foreshore directly in front of the lake wall, where spoil disposal from the Marine Lake 

dredgings was carried out in 2009, continues to firm up (frame 29_87); and 
 There were more rip channels in evidence, influenced by recent conditions and overall, as 

observed across the sections to the south, the beach surface appeared wetter, primarily 

it is thought due to the rainfall in the previous 24 hours.  
 

The surface water outfall check valve remains operational but vulnerable to being blocked by 

sand accumulation (frame 29_83). 
 

Since the last inspection, there was an extreme water level event in the River Dee in 
December 2012, coincident with south to south easterly wave conditions.  This had a 

recorded level of 5.361m ODN on the Gladstone Dock gauge in Liverpool.   Although this tide 
level has a return period of less than one year, combined with force 3-4 winds from the S to 

SW, it was sufficient to cause overtopping of the South Parade frontage. 

 
 

Trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the beach are limited to within 800 metres of 
the shoreline (see table below) and show that behaviour is variable across the frontage since 

 Continue existing 

beach profile 
monitoring. 

 Use of remote sensing 

monitoring to 

supplement existing 
regime 
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the early 1990s after construction of the extension to the Marine Lake.  More recently trends 
at the southern end of the lake (profiles 97 and 98) have been influenced by the disposal of 

the dredging arisings. Overall the frontage is suffering modest erosion with an average trend 

of -2.3m3 per metre run of shoreline, since the early 1990s, similar to that applying to the 
south. The most southern profile (ref 99) does not contain any recent data, so has not been 

considered in the overall analysis.   
 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A01781 99 800 -1.0 07/85 1320 07/06 1559 2.9 7 

11A01786 98 800 0.0 07/93 1564 10/13 1238 -10.1 16 

11A01790 97 800 0.0 07/93 1252 10/13 1612 -3.9 16 

11A01794 96 800 1.0 07/93 1014 10/13 1032 0.8 17 

11A01800 95 800 1.5 07/93 923 10/13 941 -0.1 16 

11A01806 94 800 1.5 07/85 1477 10/13 1437 1.9 16 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 

 
As identified previously, the collection of beach monitoring data across the frontage is 

considered to be generally adequate for year on year monitoring of changes in the upper 
sections of the beach but it would be recommended that remote sensing data e.g. LiDAR and 

aerial photography be examined in addition, to provide an overview of change over the wider 

area. Regular collection of LiDAR data through the NWRMF, on typically a 2/3 year frequency, 
is beginning to provide data to support examination of changes over the wider inter-tidal 

area that cannot be surveyed using traditional ground based methods.  For this year’s report, 
no additional remote sensing data was available to inform the commentary. 

 
Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 

defence condition inspections, as currently carried out. Also the previous oblique aerial 

photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred that 
aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is considered 

very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they would benefit 
from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views and key features are 

captured. 
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The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.2. 

 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130729_***) 

WC33 Jetty South End 321315 385899 091    

WC35 S Marine Lake Slipway 321163 385949 088 089 090  

WC36 Half Way Along Marine Lake Wall 320989 386253 086 087   

WC37 NW Corner Marine Lake 320820 386532 084 085   

WC38 Marine Lake Car Park Beach 320867 386723 083    

WC39 Marine Lake Car Park Slipway 320900 386742 082    

WC40 Dee Lane, West Kirby 321016 386795 080 081   

 

 
Frame WC130729_091 

  

 
Frame WC130729_090 
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Frame WC130729_089 

 
 

                                         
 Frame WC130729_088 Frame WC130729_087 
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Frame WC130729_086 

 

 
Frame WC130729_084 
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                         Frame WC130729_083 
 

 
Frame WC130729_082 
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Frame WC130729_081 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER DEE 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Marine Lake to Red Rocks 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_081 to 
29_068 

WC Beach 
Profiles 86-93. 

 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 
of the 

shoreline & 

defences.  

This frontage covers the shoreline from the north side of the Marine Lake to the rocky 
outcrop at the end of Stanley Rd, Hoylake locally known as Red Rocks. 

 

The conditions within this section are primarily controlled by the juxtaposition of the Hilbre 
Islands and the East Hoyle Bank which spans the gap between the Island and Red Rocks and 

minimises the direct tide and wave energies impinging on the area from Liverpool Bay. 
Consequently the main flood flows enter the estuary via the Hilbre channel to the west of 

Hilbre Island, flows south past Hilbre, Little Hilbre and Little Eye before spilling over the 

frontage from the south between Little Eye, Tanskey Rocks and the Marine Lake.   This 
results in a low energy environment with beach areas fed primarily by windblown sand 

moved into the area from East Hoyle Bank or finer sediments transported by the low 
magnitude flows. This environment has resulted in the formation of green beach areas in the 

northern half of the frontage.  
 

The southern end of the frontage comprises a hardened shoreline with a variety of formal 

sea walls/property boundary walls built along the crest of the beach, providing protection to 
residential development and at the most southern end the public promenade. Beach levels 

are high across this section such that exposure conditions are driven primarily by water levels 
with any waves impacting the shoreline being limited by the water depth and shallow beach 

gradients applying.  The frontage is however vulnerable to overtopping which could cause 

significant disruption to the hinterland from events with an approximate return period of 20 
years and greater (AECOM, Aug 2012). 

 
Across the northern half of the frontage the shoreline comprises a natural dune frontage fed 

by wind blown sand from the foreshore areas. A green beach has developed in front of the 
dunes as a result of the accretion that has taken place. This is similar in nature but on a 

smaller scale to the Ainsdale to Southport frontage on the Sefton Coast.  Beneath the dunes 

is a rock armour revetment, erected to provide erosion protection to the golf course but 
which has been engulfed by the dune growth.  

 
The green beach contains a succession of vegetation and is not just saltmarsh as occurs in 

the upper reaches of the estuary. It is separated from the main dune belt behind by an 

access track that demarcates the dune from the beach. Notwithstanding this there is 
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continuing evidence of embryonic dune development on the seaward side of the track 
resulting from the settling out of windblown sand on top of the marsh deposits. The extent of 

the green beach is shown in frames 29_70 to 29_76. 

 
At the northern end of the frontage the green beach interfaces to the sandstone rock 

outcrops of Hilbre Point (frames 29_68 to 29_70). Beach levels are higher with wind blown 
sand covering rock outcrops and ramped up against the shoreline.  

 

Generally conditions applying across this section of frontage were similar to those that have 
been evident during previous inspections, Surface conditions showed significant surface 

water on the beach, in all parts.  The southern section of frontage continues to be regularly 
raked to remove beach debris, particularly during the summer months when amenity usage is 

at its highest. 
 

There were no changes to shoreline or defence arrangements or change in the condition of 

defence structures, applying across this section.   
 

Since the last inspection there has been no obvious change in the area or limits of the green 
beach that fronts the dunes of the golf club frontage. The southerly limit of this natural 

feature continues to be controlled by the beach management measures that take place 

across the southern half of the frontage. 
 

Apart from the flood risk to the developed parts of West Kirby sat the south end of the 
frontage, there are no significant process or defence issues applying in this section. 

 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A01808 93 425 2.5 07/85 468 10/13 470 -2.5 25 

11A01813 92 425 2.5 07/85 617 10/13 566 -1.3 22 

11A01821 91 1000 1.5 07/93 1764 10/13 1939 12.1 16 

11A01826 90 900 1.5 07/93 1616 10/13 1615 5.6 17 

11A01830 89 1000 1.5 07/93 1106 10/13 1272 10.0 17 

11A01834 88 1000 0.5 07/93 2186 10/13 2198 10.1 16 

11A01838 87 1000 1.0 07/93 2117 09/13 2141 3.5 17 

11A01841 86 425 2.5 07/85 320 09/13 320 1.7 18 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 

 

Trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the beach are limited to generally within 500 
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metres of the shoreline at the extremities but to about 1000 metres across the central section 
of frontage (see table below). The data suggests that local erosion is taking place in front of 

the developed section at the southern end but that accretion is taking place across the Royal 

Liverpool Golf Club frontage. Overall the frontage is accreting with an average trend of 
+4.9m3 per metre run of shoreline, since the mid 1980s/early 1990s. 

 
The on-going local profile monitoring being carried out is generally suitable for these 

conditions, supplemented by the GPS surveys of the green beach extent, which commenced 

in 2010. This local data would also appropriately be supplemented by remote sensing data 
that will be available e.g. aerial photography, LiDAR data etc., that will assist in monitoring 

the wider estuary changes that may ultimately affect conditions across the frontage. Regular 
collection of LiDAR data through the NWRMF, on typically a 2/3 year frequency, is beginning 

to provide data to support examination of changes over the wider inter-tidal area that cannot 
be surveyed using traditional ground based methods.  For this year’s report, no additional 

remote sensing data was available to inform the commentary. 

 
Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 

defence condition inspections, as currently carried out. In addition, the previous oblique 
aerial photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred 

that aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is 

considered very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they 
would benefit from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views are 

captured. 

 

The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.2. 

 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130729_***) 

WC40 Dee Lane, West Kirby 321016 386795 080 081   

WC41 Riversdale Road 320973 386925 078 079   

WC42 End of Private Frontage Defences 320917 387108 077    

WC43 Crest of Sand Dunes 320916 387166 075 076   

WC44 Pinfold Lane Viewing Platform 320778 387564 071 072   

WC45 Upstream of Stanley Road Slipway 320382 388241 069 070   

WC46 Top of Red Rocks Slipway 320380 388343 068    
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 Frame WC130729_081 Frame WC130729_080 

 

Frame WC130729_079 
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Frame WC130729_078 

 

Frame WC130729_077 
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Frame WC130729_076 

 

Frame WC130729_075 
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 Frame WC130729_074 Frame WC130729_073 

 

             
Frame WC130729_072 
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Frame WC130729_071 

 

Frame WC130729_070 
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Frame WC130729_069 

 

 
Frame WC130729_068 
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4.2 NORTH WIRRAL 

 

COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. North Wirral 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Red Rocks to Hoylake RNLI 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

30_001 to 

30_024 

WC Beach 

Profiles 79-85. 
 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 

of the 
shoreline & 

defences.  

This section of frontage lies at the western end of the north facing coast of the Wirral 

Peninsula. The views shown are taken moving in an easterly direction across the frontage. 
 

The beach comprises sand deposits residing at a very shallow gradient, typically 1 in 250-500 
across the upper foreshore.  At the western end the underlying sandstone outcrops at the 

shoreline – Hilbre Point - (frames 30_02 & 30_03) and also just off the shoreline at Red 

Rocks (frames 30_04 & 30_05). The latter very locally modifies the wave patterns 
approaching the shoreline. 

  
The shoreline is well sheltered further offshore by the East Hoyle Bank that is fed by the 

easterly longshore transport across the mouth of the River Dee. Consequently wave 
conditions at the shoreline are limited by both the effects of the offshore bank and by the 

wide foreshore over which they have to travel before they reach the shoreline. Accordingly, 

exposure conditions are low with waves generally depth limited when they reach the 
shoreline. 

 
The surface of the foreshore has exhibited different characteristics during the past four years 

sometimes being generally smooth in nature and dry (e.g. 2011) and at other times holding 

water primarily as a result of the gentle foreshore gradients and the rippled nature of the 
beach form, such as in 2010 and 2012. This is largely a function of the specific conditions 

applying prior to the inspection.  This year, although there had at times been rainfall during 
the 48 hours preceding the inspection, the beach surface was generally dry, apart from a few 

areas that were holding water e.g. in areas where vegetation growth was taking hold (30_17) 
or in scour ponds in front of the defences (30_13). 

 

Generally there was little change in beach levels directly in front of the defences across this 
section of frontage. 

 
Apart from in the ponds around Beach road, “green beach” growth in clumps is only 

continuing approximately 50-75 metres seaward of the shoreline, from Beach Rd moving 

easterly towards Kings Gap, although it is difficult to distinguish any significant change in 
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beach profile 

monitoring. 
 Use of remote sensing 

monitoring to 
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regime 
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extent or density from ground level. Bi-annual spraying and twice weekly raking of the beach 
is continuing across the frontage to control the growth of vegetation (predominantly Spartina 

and Puccinelia) and remove litter within 100 metres of the shoreline.  The area where 

vegetation is taking hold is beyond the spray limit (NE consent for spraying is within 120 
metres of the shoreline only).  Within the area where spraying is taking place there was no 

evidence of growth or dead vegetation.  
 

The condition of the coastal defences was generally as previously observed with damage to 

the apron west of Beach Rd still requiring remedial attention by the private landowners 
(frame 30_12 refers), although the condition did not appear to have deteriorated in the past 

twelve months.  The only other issue was missing wind blown sand control mesh to the 
railings at Kings Gap (frame 30_24 refers).  Apart from the above no other specific issues 

were observed. 
 

Trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the beach are typically calculated across the 

first 1000 metres from the shoreline (see table below). The data suggests that there is some 
variance in behaviour but generally accretion is taking place. Overall the frontage is accreting 

with an average trend of +7.5m3 per metre run of shoreline, since the mid 1980s/early 
1990s. 

 

It should however be noted that the trends identified may potentially be affected by the 
beach management operations that are undertaken. 

 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A01844 85 750 1.3 07/98 950 09/13 1150 19.9 10 

11A01847 84 1000 1.0 07/85 2018 09/13 1950 -6.8 13 

11A01851 83 1000 1.0 07/93 1762 09/13 2328 15.1 13 

11A01855 82 1000 1.5 07/93 1379 09/13 1900 16.9 13 

11A01859 81 1000 1.5 07/93 1666 09/13 1907 9.4 15 

11A01864 80 1000 2.3 07/85 1184 09/13 1140 -0.8 18 

11A01868 79 1000 2.0 07/93 1505 09/13 1499 -0.8 13 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 
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The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.3. 
 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130730_***) 

WC47a Top of slipway   001      

WC47 Off Slipway 320287 388353 002      

WC48 Around corner from slipway 320247 388510 003 004 005    

WC49 Red Rocks 320302 388465 006 007     

WC50 Opposite House With Ship Mast 320506 388490 008 009     

WC51 Knuckle in Concrete Seawall 320790 388753 010 011     

WC52 Beach Road Slipway 320837 388809 012 013 014 015   

WC53 East End of Promontory East of Beach Road 320957 388907 016 017     

WC54 Courtney Road Access 321109 389041 018 019 020    

WC55 King’s Gap 321210 389143 021 022 023 024   

  

Frame WC130730_001 
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Frame WC130730_002 

 

Frame WC130730_003 
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Frame WC130730_004 

 
 

              
 Frame WC130730_005 Frame WC130730_006 
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Frame WC130730_007 
 

 

              
 Frame WC130730_008 Frame WC130730_009 
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Frame WC130730_010 

 

 
Frame WC130730_011 
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     Frame WC130730_012 Frame WC130730_013 

 
 

                               
Frame WC130730_014 
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Frame WC130730_015 

 

 
                                                 

              
 Frame WC130730_016 Frame WC130730_017 
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 Frame WC130730_018 Frame WC130730_019 

 
 

                            
Frame WC130730_020 
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Frame WC130730_021 

Frame WC130730_022 
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Frame WC130730_023 

 
 

 
Frame WC130730_024 
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PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

30_021 to 

30_035 

WC Beach 

Profiles 76-78. 
 

 

 
 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 
of the 

shoreline & 

defences.  

This part of the frontage runs from King’s Gap eastwards to the promontory where the 

Hoylake RNLI station is located.  The views shown are taken moving in an easterly direction 
across the frontage. 

 

Generally the conditions applying across this frontage are a continuation of those observed 
immediately to the west with the shoreline sheltered by the eastward progression of the East 

Hoyle Bank, consequent low exposure conditions and high beach levels applying. The growth 
of the beach is such that there is generally little freeboard between the beach and the top of 

the publicly maintained sea wall. 
 

With the high beach levels applying, where the tide does not reach the upper beach except 

on high spring tides, the beach sediments are vulnerable to aeolian transport, due to the 
drying winds blowing across the foreshore loosening the sediments.  This loosening is 

exacerbated by the beach raking that takes place.  The windblown movement of sand, which 
causes problems in blocking the highway and drainage as well as finding its way into 

properties, has been controlled to a degree, as at Marine Lake West Kirby, by the erection of 

mesh screens along the promenade railings.  
 

The comparison of conditions across this frontage is similar to that between Red Rocks and 
Kings Gap, with the upper parts of the foreshore being generally dryer and the surface more 

uniform than in 2012. 
 

The spraying and raking of the beach to control ‘green beach’ development is continuing 

across this frontage, but there was no visual evidence of any recent raking having been 
carried out. Within the 100 metre limit from the shoreline there was little evidence of 

significant saltmarsh growth, apart from at the toe of Trinity Rd slipway (frame 30_31 
refers), similar to last year, suggesting that spraying is continuing..    

 

Moving away from the shoreline the clumps of marsh vegetation are still in evidence but as 
to the west of Kings Gap it is difficult to discern any notable change in condition and/or 

extent, with remote sensing data e.g. aerial photography able to provide a better handle on 
changes in this respect. 

 

As previously assessed, the generally low energy environment will continue to encourage the 
“greening” of the beach and continuation of the regular summer regime of beach raking 

associated with bi-annual spraying and periodic removal are likely to continue to represent 
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the appropriate way forward in the short term.   
 

The behaviour in the longer term will be a function of continued beach growth versus sea 

level rise and the potential for more energy to potentially impact the shoreline.  Future 
management actions will be informed by the on-going monitoring being undertaken. 

 
Trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the beach cover 1000 metres from the 

shoreline (see table below) and show that significant accretion is taking place of +8.3m3 per 

metre run of shoreline, since the mid 1980s/early 1990s.  This is of similar magnitude to the 
frontage immediately to the west and indicative of increasing accretion moving easterly 

across the north Wirral frontage. 
 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A01873 78 1000 3.0 07/85 790 09/13 653 0.2 17 

11A01878 77 1000 2.7 07/93 774 09/13 987 10.0 17 

11A01883 76 1000 2.5 07/85 655 09/13 1107 14.6 17 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 

 
Overall the monitoring across this section is considered appropriate for the conditions 

applying in the upper inter-tidal zone.  Regular collection of LiDAR data through the NWRMF, 
on typically a 2/3 year frequency, is beginning to provide data to support examination of 

changes over the wider inter-tidal area that cannot be surveyed using traditional ground 

based methods.  
 

Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 
defence condition inspections, as currently carried out. In addition, the previous oblique 

aerial photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred 
that aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is 

considered very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they 

would benefit from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views and key 
features are captured. 

 
Also as identified in previous reports, the Irish Sea Coastal Observatory have an X band radar 

system at Hilbre from which bathymetry data can be derived within 4 km of the site.  NOC 

(formerly POL) have carried out a comparison of this and LiDAR data and found there to be a 
good level of agreement.  This system therefore has the potential for providing data across 
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this frontage at greater frequency (useful for examination of pre and post storm conditions) 
and lower costs than traditional methods.  Liaison with NOC (Contact - Dr Paul Bell: 

psb@pol.ac.uk) in this respect continues to be recommended.  

 

 

The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.3. 

 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130730_*** 

WC55 King’s Gap 321210 389143 021 022 023 024   

WC56 Hoylake Lifeboat Station 321449 389402 025 026 027 028   

WC57 Trinity Crescent 321602 389561 029 030 031    

WC58 Western Corner of Hoylake RNLI Station promontory 321720 389768 032 033 034    

WC59 RNLI Station Slipway - Hoylake 321772 389839 035      

                         

Frame WC130730_021 

 

mailto:psb@pol.ac.uk
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Frame WC130730_022 

 

 

 

Frame WC130730_023 
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 Frame WC130730_026 Frame WC130730_027 
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Frame WC130730_028 

 
 

 
 

              
 Frame WC130730_029 Frame WC130730_030 
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Frame WC130730_031 

 

 
Frame WC130730_032 
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Frame WC130730_033 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. North Wirral 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Hoylake RNLI Station to Dovepoint 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

30_036 to 

30_055 

WC Beach 

Profiles 67-

75. 
 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 

of the 
shoreline & 

defences.  

This frontage runs from the east side of the RNLI promontory at Hoylake to the western limit 

of the Wallasey Embankment structure at Bennets Lane, Meols.  

 
The upper beach foreshore levels applying along and in front of the defences are generally 

lower than those applying further to the west, with the consequence that the existing defence 
structures are more exposed and are subject to greater loadings. Nevertheless the easterly 

growth of the East Hoyle Bank further offshore is affording this section increased protection, 

compared to that which it has historically enjoyed.  
 

Generally conditions across this frontage were similar to those observed twelve months ago. As 
this section is not artificially managed the beach formations were broadly the same and beach 

levels against key features along the toe of the defences at or about the same level (ref frames 
30_36, 37, 48, 52, 53 & 55). 

 

Between the RNLI station and Sandhey slipway clumps of marsh vegetation are still evident 
but, if anything, not as densely populated as the same time last year (ref frame 30_37, 

compared to frame 42_43 in 2012).   Also across this section between waypoints 61 and 62, 
the beach directly in front of the defences was generally very soft, indicative of local soft 

sediments being laid down across this section. 

 
As identified previously the Meols channel remains the dominant feature, the movement of 

which is considered to be the principal causation factor associated with an arc of beach centred 
on Meols that reaches over 500m from the shoreline at its apex and stretches from Hoylake to 

Dovepoint.  This area retains more surface water and sediments are generally finer within this 
area, as confirmed by the sediment sampling carried out in 2009.   

 

In 2013 there was little discernible difference in the location of the main channel or the feeder 
channels across the Meols Parade section of frontage and the channel maintained its location 

in front of Wallasey Embankment, between Bennets Lane and Dovepoint Groyne. 
  

The inspection further identified that there has been generally no change to shoreline or 

defence arrangements or significant change in the condition of defence structures, applying 

 Continue existing 

beach profile 

monitoring. 
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supplement existing 

regime 
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condition of publicly 

maintained defences 
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across this section, although the following specific observations are provided: 
 Spalling damage to the coping of an elevated section of crest wall was observed (ref frame 

30_42); and 

 A metal plate has been placed across the access way slab on the Wallasey Embankment 

section after the concrete had expanded and blown (ref frame 30_58).  The exact reason 

for this is unknown and the slab was awaiting remedial attention.  
 

The existing defences along the Meols Parade section continue to be in need of major 
attention, with only minor remedial works having been carried out since the previous 

inspection. Accordingly, the principle defects associated with these defences remain as 

previously identified i.e. 
 

 Damage to the coping edges where the revetment interfaces to the promenade; 

 Cracking, spalling and removal of areas of concrete overlay to existing blockwork or 

aprons; and 
 Damage to the toe aprons. 

     

The growth of beach volumes across this section has been previously documented, although 
observations generally suggest that the major difference is primarily associated with change 

further offshore.  Notwithstanding this trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the 

beach within 1000 metres from the shoreline (see table below) also show that significant 
accretion has taken place at an average rate of +21.9m3 per metre run of shoreline, within this 

part of the frontage since the early 1990s. This continues the increasing trend of accretion 
moving easterly across the upper beach.   

 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A01888 75 1000 2.5 07/93 802 09/13 918 12.2 16 

11A01892 74 1000 2.0 07/93 1011 09/13 1322 17.6 15 

11A01896 73 1000 2.0 07/94 894 09/13 1182 17.8 16 

11A01900 72 1000 1.5 07/94 1058 09/13 1508 26.0 16 

11A01904 71 1000 1.0 07/93 1368 09/13 1870 25.2 17 

11A01909 70 1000 0.0 07/93 2214 09/13 2749 25.9 17 

11A01912 69 1000 0.0 07/93 2098 09/13 2679 24.7 17 

11A01918 68 1000 0.0 07/93 2640 09/13 2548 16.3 16 

11A01922 67 1000 0.0 07/94 1868 09/13 2465 31.2 17 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 
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As identified previously the on-going local monitoring being carried out is generally suitable for 
the conditions applying inshore but this does not cover the full extent of the inter-tidal zone 

due to time/health and safety constraints.  Regular collection of LiDAR data through the 

NWRMF, on typically a 2/3 year frequency, is beginning to provide data to support examination 
of changes over the wider inter-tidal area that cannot be surveyed using traditional ground 

based methods.  This is specifically important due to the easterly on-going migration of the 
East Hoyle Bank. For this year’s report, no additional remote sensing data was available to 

inform the commentary. 

 
Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 

defence condition inspections, as currently carried out.  Also the previous oblique aerial 
photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred that 

aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is considered 
very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they would benefit 

from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views and key features are 

captured. 
 

The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.3. 

 
 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130730_***) 

WC61 Old Outfall 321994 389931 036 037     

WC62 Sandhey Slipway 322278 390127 038 039     

WC63 Opposite Roman Road 322481 390228 040 041 042    

WC64 Opposite Public Footpath 322708 390346 043 044 045    

WC65 Access Opposite Dove Point Road - Access Steps 98 322900 390452 046 047 048 049   

WC66 Access Opposite Meols Pumping Station - Access Steps 97 323095 390564 050 051 052    

WC67 Bennets Lane Slipway 323395 390696 053 054 055    
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 Frame WC130730_036 Frame WC130730_037 

 

 

 
Frame WC130730_038 
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Frame WC130730_039 

 

 
 

 
Frame WC130730_040 
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Frame WC130730_041 

 
 

 
Frame WC130730_042 
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Frame WC130730_043 

 
 

 

              
 Frame WC130730_044 Frame WC130730_045 
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Frame WC130730_046_47 

 

 

              
 Frame WC130730_048 Frame WC130730_049 
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Frame WC130730_050 

 

 
 

              
 Frame WC130730_051 Frame WC130730_052 
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Frame WC130730_053 

 

 

 
Frame WC130730_054 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. North Wirral 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Wallasey Embankment 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

30_053 to 
30_096 

WC Beach 
Profiles 51-66. 

 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 
of the 

shoreline & 

defences.  

This section comprises the sloping embankment frontage from Bennett’s Lane, Meols to 
Leasowe Castle on the west side of Leasowe Bay.  The structure provides protection against 

shoreline erosion and is also the principal tidal flood defence in the Borough, providing 

protection from flooding to a large area of the North Wirral from Meols to Birkenhead.  
 

The westerly half of the frontage between Bennets Lane and Pasture Road is significantly 
influenced by the eastward and landward growth of East Hoyle Bank, which as identified in 

the section to the west is gradually pushing the Meols channel closer to the shoreline as well 

as pushing its ultimate point of discharge further to the east on the east side of Dovepoint 
groyne (which was originally constructed in the 1980s to keep the channel away from the toe 

of the embankment). 
 

As identified previously growth of the bank offshore has both advantages and disadvantages. 
On the plus side it provides a limiting factor on exposure conditions at the shoreline due to its 

increase in elevation. Conversely the moving of the channel closer to the shoreline potentially 

threatens the integrity of the defences. 
 

In the past twelve months there has been a significant change in the Meols channel 
arrangements to the east of Dovepoint Groyne, which had not been seen in the previous 4 

years of inspections.  Although the channel still moves towards the toe of the embankment 

as soon as it passes by Dovepoint Groyne it now remains along the toe of the embankment 
for a longer length before starting to force its way offshore towards open water.  Previously 

the channel turned seawards just west of the Leasowe Lighthouse slipway / Access Point 86 
(Waypoint WC73). In 2013 the main channel has merged with the rip channel that used to 

run along the toe of the embankment from east of the Lighthouse to Pasture Road and now 
runs along the embankment to just west of the Pasture Rd access (84) before it starts to 

move away from the shoreline (frame 30_73/74 & 75 refer). This represents an easterly shift 

of about 500-600 metres in the location of the channel, which could potentially have an 
impact on the integrity of the embankment if left unchecked. 

 
This change appears to have only changed relatively recently.  The remains of the old 

channel position are still evident, not having been unfilled (see frame 30_68).  In addition the 

channel marker buoys are still in their old positions, as can be seen in frame 30_72.  

 Continue existing 

beach profile 
monitoring. 
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The reason for these changes in alignment is considered to be probably due to one or other 
of the following factors: 

 Accretion and easterly spread of the East Hoyle Bank; and/or 

 Potentially, stronger ebb flows in the channel, although there is nothing westwards to 

suggest this latter occurrence.  

 
The 2013 alignment of the channel is now closer to that which existed in 2002, as can be 

seen on Error! Reference source not found., which compares the conditions in 2002 and 
010 (originally provided in the 2010 monitoring report) 

 

To the east of where the channel moves away from the toe of the embankment, a good 
quality sandy beach is in evidence all the way to the Leasowe Island breakwater. Previously 

this section of beach was rougher in surface texture, which was thought to be a function 
caused by the impact on waves of the sudden change in water depth as they pass over the 

channel.  
 

Generally beach levels along the toe of the embankment, east of Pasture Rd were similar to 

those of last year.  
 

Moving eastwards, away from the shoreline and towards the Leasowe Island breakwater the 
foreshore becomes wetter and the surfaced sediments muddier (frame 30_85). 

 

Examination of the beach on the seaward side of the breakwater identified a drop in beach 
levels in 2012 compared to 2011 with underlying boulder clay visible in patches.   In 2013 

beach levels have risen again.  The remnants of the boat, visible last year, have been 
covered over and only one setting out marker for the breakwater was visible (frame 30_88).  

 
As previously views from the crest of the breakwater at the seaward end of the shore 

connected arm to Leasowe Island (frames 139-40 and 141-42) show the build up of sand on 

both sides with the arm trapping inshore longshore drift on the western side assisted by 
wave diffraction around the western roundhead pushing material into the lee of the structure. 

On the eastern side it is the wave impacts that are the primary force in beach development, 
although with the build up of the westerly side of the arm some material will be transported 

across the arm in suspension or by aeolian forces. 

 
There have been no changes to shoreline or defence arrangements or change in the 

condition of defence structures, applying across this section with defects previously identified 
remaining.  The crest of the Leasowe Island Breakwater is showing significant signs of rock 
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movement (ref frames 30_90 & 91) and it is recommended that some remedial attention to 
this be carried out at the earliest opportunity. 

 

As identified in the previous CEUK reports, over much of its length the structure continues to 
provides a poor interface to the beach in terms of public access, with much of the lower 

sections of slabbing covered in algal growth which makes gaining access to the beach a 
potentially dangerous activity, particularly when wet.  Access between Bennets Lane (WC67) 

and Leasowe Lighthouse (WC73) (Accesses 93 to 82) remains virtually impossible due to 

either the algal growth and or the channel position.  Even to the east of the lighthouse where 
there is a good beach/structure interface the access can be hazardous and only carried out 

by exercising extreme caution. 
 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A01928 66 1000 -0.5 07/94 2274 09/13 2824 24.6 17 

11A01931 65 1000 -1.0 07/94 2632 09/13 3259 34.7 17 

11A01935 64 1000 -1.0 07/93 2057 09/13 3060 53.8 18 

11A01941 63 1000 -1.5 07/93 1937 09/13 3159 53.2 16 

11A01946 62 950 -1.5 07/93 1781 09/13 2915 50.4 19 

11A01952 61 950 -3.0 07/94 3035 09/13 4128 48.5 16 

11A01956 60 950 -1.5 07/94 1332 09/13 2355 57.0 19 

11A01960 59 950 -2.0 07/93 1268 09/13 2531 63.7 17 

11A01964 58 950 -2.0 07/96 1410 09/13 2227 51.1 13 

11A01969 57 1000 -2.5 07/96 1637 09/13 2578 48.9 15 

11A01973 56 1000 -1.5 07/96 592 09/13 1364 41.2 15 

11A01979 55 1000 -2.0 07/96 1058 09/13 1758 41.2 14 

11A01982 54 1000 -2.5 07/95 1245 09/13 2250 61.1 15 

11A01986 53 1000 -2.5 07/97 1247 09/13 2104 62.2 16 

11A01990 52 1000 -3.0 07/93 1707 09/13 2466 32.1 15 

11A01999 51 800 -2.5 07/00 585 09/13 906 19.9 8 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 

 
The growth of beach volumes across this section has been previously documented, although 

observations generally suggest that the major difference is primarily associated with the 

spread of the East Hoyle Bank, seaward of the Meols channel.   Analysis of the trends of 
changes in the cross sectional area of the beach within 1000 metres from the shoreline (see 

table above) confirm that significant accretion has taken place at an average rate of +46.5m3 
per metre run of shoreline, within this part of the frontage since the early 1990s, continuing 

the increasing trend of accretion moving easterly across the North Wirral frontage. The rate 
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reduces locally towards the Leasowe Island breakwater although profile 51, which measures 
change to seaward of the breakwater, is still exhibiting accretion within overall cyclical 

behaviour. 

 
As elsewhere the on-going local monitoring being carried out is generally suitable for the 

conditions applying inshore but this does not cover the full extent of the inter-tidal zone due 
to time/health and safety constraints.  Regular collection of LiDAR data through the NWRMF, 

on typically a 2/3 year frequency, is beginning to provide data to support examination of 

changes over the wider inter-tidal area that cannot be surveyed using traditional ground 
based methods. As to the east, this is specifically important due to the easterly on-going 

migration of the East Hoyle Bank. For this year’s report, no additional remote sensing data 
was available to inform the commentary. 

 
Beach plan surveys around the breakwater commenced in 2010 and these will provide a 

valuable piece of information in determining the rate of infilling that is taking place but they 

only provide a partial picture of behaviour around the structures. No data from these surveys 
is currently available 

 
Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 

defence condition inspections, as currently carried out.  Also the previous oblique aerial 

photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred that 
aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is considered 

very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they would benefit 
from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views and key features are 

captured. 
 

The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.3. 

 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130730_***) 

WC67 Bennets Lane Slipway 323395 390696 053 054 055    

WC68 Access East of Bennets Lane - Moreton - Access 94 323570 390768 056 057     

WC69 Double Slipway between Bennets Lane & Dovepoint Groyne 323867 390924 058 059 060    

WC69a Between slipway and Dovepoint Groyne 324024 391009 061      

WC70 Dove Point Groyne Root 324194 391139 062 063 064    

WC71 East Of Dovepoint 324468 391230 065      

WC72 West End of Enervator Units 324792 391311 067 068     

WC73 Leasowe Lighthouse Slipway 325121 391404 069 070 071 072   
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WC74 Between Leasowe Lighthouse and Pasture Rd 325369 391482 073 074 075    

WC75 Opposite Pasture Road - Access 84 325723 391642 076 077 078 079 080  

WC76 
Hospital Access Wallasey Embankment - Access 85 Moreton 
Slipway 

326059 391821 081 082 083   
 

WC77 Along Toe at Moreton Slipway 326112 391877 084      

WC78 Leasowe Island Breakwater - Western roundhead 326376 392110 085 086 087    

WC78a Leasowe Island Breakwater - Seaward 326444 392260 088      

WC79 Leasowe Island Breakwater - Eastern roundhead 326595 392370 089      

WC79a 
Leasowe Island Breakwater - Seaward end of shore 
connected arm 

326513 392230 090 091 092 093  
 

WC80 Crest of Embankment 326606 392099 094 095     
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Frame WC130730_053 
 

 

 
 

 
Frame WC130730_054 
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 Frame WC130730_055 Frame WC130730_056 

 

 
 

                                        
 Frame WC130730_057 Frame WC130730_058 
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Frame WC130730_059 

 
 

 
 

                                        
 Frame WC130730_060 Frame WC130730_061 
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Frame WC130730_062 

 

 

 
Frame WC130730_063 
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Frame WC130730_064 

 

 

 

 
Frame WC130730_065 
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Frame WC130730_066 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Frame WC130730_067 
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Frame WC130730_068 

 

 
 

 

 
Frame WC130730_069 
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 Frame WC130730_070 Frame WC130730_071 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Frame WC130730_072 
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Frame WC130730_075 

 

 
Frame WC130730_076 
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 Frame WC130730_077 Frame WC130730_078 

 

                                        
 Frame WC130730_079 Frame WC130730_080 
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Frame WC130730_085 
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 Frame WC130730_086 Frame WC130730_087 

 

 
Frame WC130730_088 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. North Wirral 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Leasowe Bay to Harrison Drive 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

30_097 to 
30_115 

WC Beach 
Profiles 37-50. 

 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 
of the 

shoreline & 

defences.  

This section is demarcated by the offshore breakwater on the west side of Leasowe Bay 
(Leasowe Island) and the shore connected breakwater at the west end of Kings Parade 

(Harrison groyne). The area can effectively be split into two lengths – Leasowe Bay and 

Leasowe Revetment which as a result of the impacts of coastal defence schemes 
implemented in the 1980s, are now linked behaviour wise. 

 
The Leasowe Bay embayment is located between the two sloping linear defences – Wallasey 

Embankment to the west and Leasowe Revetment to the east. The shoreline is setback here 

compared to these two structures and the exposure is controlled by the juxtaposition of the 
two offshore breakwaters (Leasowe and Sandhills Islands), which have since the early 1980s 

been successful in reducing exposure to the bay and raising the bed levels across this section 
of frontage.   Both of the breakwater structures are connected to the shoreline by links 

constructed in rock or precast units. 
 

The profile of the beach within the bay comprises a series of localised ridges and runnels, 

formed as a result of the energy differentials pushing sediments into the bay, with the outer 
banks being formed during lower energy conditions which cannot force material further 

inshore and supply to the upper parts of the beach only occurring during higher energy 
conditions.  Consequently tidal waters can be trapped forcing channels to form to release 

water on the ebb tide.   

 
In the past twelve months there has been a continuation of previously observed behaviour in 

Leasowe Bay with some movement of the ridges and runnels and continued infilling in the 
upper bay areas (frame 30_105). The principle runnels in 2013 ran from the small fishtail 

groyne at the western end of the bay (which is now mostly buried in sand) to the landward 
side of the west roundhead on Sandhills Island; and from the landward side of the easterly 

roundhead on Leasowe Island to seaward of the west roundhead on Sandhills Island. 

 
When the Leasowe Island breakwater was constructed in 1980 it was detached from the 

shoreline. When Sandhills Island was built in 1982 a low level link, using precast concrete 
units, was constructed between the breakwater and the shoreline.  With the growth of the 

beach over time the link between the shore and Sandhills Island was gradually covered with 

sand such that it was completely buried. In 1988 a shore link utilising reject pre cast concrete 

 Continue existing 

beach profile 
monitoring with some 
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units was constructed to Leasowe Island to prevent material passing between the shoreline 
and encouraging a build up of sand in front of Wallasey Embankment to the west. The pre 

cast units on the link to Leasowe Island were removed and replaced with rock armour to a 

higher crest level in August 1994 to provide for more beach retention on the updrift side and 
to remove the soft spot on the immediate downdrift side.   

 
The shorelink to Sandhills Island, which was partially exposed in 2012, has now been 

recovered in sand. 

 
There is generally little noticeable difference in arrangements applying around the Sandhills 

Island breakwater. The scour pond to the western roundhead, that has been observed in the 
past but which was infilled in 2012, has not been re-established (frame 30_102). At the 

opposite end there has been a modest shift of material across the apron to the easterly 
roundhead with the seaward quadrant more exposed now (frame 30_104), compared to 

2012 when it was in the landward quadrant where the stone was exposed.  

 
The beach immediately seaward of Sandhills Island remains firmer and apparently less prone 

to disturbance, compared to the more transient nature of sand to the seaward side of 
Leasowe Island.  As noted in the 2012 report the immediate reason for the difference is 

unclear but the conditions in front of Leasowe Island are not conducive at present to building 

a beach here.  Certainly beach levels are lower with Leasowe Island constructed further to 
seaward.  Also, Leasowe Island is more influenced by the channel and bank arrangements 

further to the west, whilst Sandhills Island benefits from the build up of levels within the Bay. 
 

There have been no changes to defence arrangements within Leasowe Bay.  The crest of the 
Sandhills structure is less disturbed than that of the Leasowe Island structure, although 

similarly some local armour block re-setting would appropriately be carried out as part of the 

Authority’s on-going maintenance programme. 
 

Analyses of the trends of in cross sectional area (XSA) of the beach in Leasowe Bay (ref 
profiles 47-50) within 700-900 metres of the shoreline (see table below), show variable 

behaviour with erosion at the ends of the bay but accretion in the centre with overall the 

area losing volume at an average rate of -7.8m3 per metre run of shoreline since the early 
1990s. In conjunction with the visual observations this suggests that whilst the inner most 

parts of the bay, bounded by the breakwaters and the shoreline may be accreting 
(examination of behaviour in the first 200 metres confirms this) losses are taking place to 

seaward of the breakwaters, indicative of a slowing of drift from East Hoyle bank moving 

easterly, with more material being moved out of the area than is entering.   The monitoring 
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confirms that the infilling of the inner bay has been gradual and that during some years there 
are losses (as in 2011-12) whilst bin others e.g. 2013 there are gains. Within that behaviour 

it is important to recognise as well as movement of the beach due to wave action, aeolian 

transport of sediments has caused some loss as material has been transported from the 
beach landward. This has resulted in the small fishtail groyne at the eastern end of Wallasey 

embankment and the rock armour defences at the eastern end of the bay being gradually 
covered by wind blown sand on which dune vegetation is thriving, and there is on-going 

development of the dune ridge behind. 

 
Moving along the Leasowe Revetment frontage, beach levels are continuing to accrete 

inshore at either end – in the lee of Sandhills Island at the west end (frame 30_107) and at 
the junction with the adjacent Kings Parade Defences at the eastern end (frame 30_113) 

 
There has been some local change in the position of the cross shore channels which drain the 

scour channels that exist along the toe of the revetment, to seaward. The principle beach 

runnel across this section continues to run from the easterly roundhead of Sandhills Island to 
the seaward extremity of the Harrison Groyne.  Further inshore the runnel that previously 

linked the scour pond at the toe of the revetment in the centre of the frontage to the 
junction of the arms on the Harrison groyne structure has moved landward in the past twelve 

months (frame 30_112) such that its interface to the Harrison Groyne structure now occurs 

approximately mid way along the landward arm of the Groyne.  Consequently there has been 
a growth in the ridge between this and the primary runnel at this end of the frontage and a 

diminishing in the area landward of the runnel.  This behaviour is typical of ridge/runnel 
behaviour, subject to oblique wave incidence along the North Wales and Wirral shorelines. 

 
There was little noticeable change in the embryo dunes that are developing at the interface 

of the Leasowe Revetment and Kings Parade structures, although they continue to be fed by 

Aeolian transport of sand across the dryer parts of the upper, as identified in the 2012 report, 
current management arrangements are unknown 

 
With the SMP2 policy for this frontage proposed to only Hold The Line for the next 50 years 

and thereafter allow the frontage to return to a more natural state without formal coastal 

defence, there is a need for management arrangements over the next fifty years to gradually 
evolve from an artificially defended position to a more naturally functioning system. This 

should, subject to other objectives for the frontage e.g. amenity, include encouraging the 
dune development that is currently taking place, rather than taking measures to remove it or, 

if material is removed, making sure it remains within the beach/dune system where it can 

contribute to the overall geomorphological objectives for the frontage. 
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There have been no changes to shoreline or defence arrangements or change in the 

condition of defence structures, applying across this part of the frontage with any defects 

previously identified remaining. The lower sections of the revetment remain generally 
covered in algal growth providing a poor interface to the beach in terms of general public 

access.  Removal of algal growth on the aprons at each of the designated stepped accesses 
points which was noted in 2012 does not appear to have been maintained as the growth has 

re-established (ref frame 30_110). 

 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A02002 50 700 -2.5 07/94 1958 09/13 1770 -24.8 14 

11A02006 49 700 -2.0 07/93 1477 09/13 1427 -5.5 14 

11A02010 48 700 -3.0 07/93 2044 09/13 2178 10.4 15 

11A02012 47 900 -3.0 07/93 2681 09/13 2292 -11.3 17 

11A02014 46 950 -3.0 07/94 2258 10/12 2077 -11.8 17 

11A02018 45 1000 -3.0 07/96 2354 09/13 2071 -23.0 14 

11A02022 44 1000 -2.5 07/97 1980 09/13 1616 -14.2 15 

11A02025 43 800 -3.0 07/93 2126 10/12 1989 -4.2 21 

11A02028 42 1000 -2.0 07/96 1552 10/12 1304 -9.8 16 

11A02032 41 1000 -3.5 07/96 3132 09/13 3142 -0.2 16 

11A02037 40 1000 -3.0 07/96 2920 09/13 3034 -0.4 15 

11A02041 39 900 -2.5 07/97 2559 09/13 2688 4.5 13 

11A02045 38 800 -3.0 07/94 2569 09/13 3137 23.7 13 

11A02049 37 165 -4.0 07/94 916 09/13 1055 5.6 14 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 

 
Analysis of the trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the beach within 800-1000 

metres from the shoreline across the Leasowe Revetment frontage (see table above – ref 

profiles 46-37) show that there is a trend of erosion at the western end the magnitude of 
which gradually decreases moving easterly until it eventually it becomes accretion towards 

the eastern end of the frontage as, particularly upper beach drift is trapped by the Harrison 
groyne extension of the Kings Parade structure. Overall this section of frontage is eroding at 

a modest average rate of -3.7m3 per metre run of shoreline, since the early 1990s, although 

the historical volumetric analysis carried out (see 2012 report) suggests that the reverse is 
happening at about +1.0m3 per metre run of frontage, per  annum. 

 
As observed previously, the spacing between the two control structures is probably too big 

for complete beach development across the whole of the frontage and it is likely for the 
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foreseeable future that the centre of the frontage will continue to experience lower beach 
elevations and channels along the toe due to process/structure interactions in the centre of 

the frontage, primarily as a result of the convex plan shape of the revetment.  The rip 

channels, which have been a constant feature since the revetment was completed in the 
early 1980s, will still provide the mechanism for release of tidal waters trapped inshore by 

beach development. 
 

As identified previously, the on-going local monitoring being carried out is generally suitable 

for the conditions applying inshore but potentially the addition of some further profiles in the 
vicinity of structures or alternatively a beach plan survey across the whole area would be 

preferable to obtain better definition of local changes here. Beach plan surveys around the 
breakwaters commenced in 2010 but these only provide a partial picture of behaviour around 

the structures. Generally a move away from profiles to complete plan surveys would be 
recommended from which profiles can be extracted to maintain the time series.  Eventually 

the use of remote sensing techniques would be expected to supersede this method (as 

identified below). 
 

Also the present surveys do not cover the full extent of the inter-tidal zone due to 
time/health and safety constraints.  Regular collection of LiDAR data through the NWRMF, on 

typically a 2/3 year frequency, is beginning to provide data to support examination of 

changes over the wider inter-tidal area that cannot be surveyed using traditional ground 
based methods.   

 
Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 

defence condition inspections, as currently carried out.  Also the previous oblique aerial 
photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred that 

aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is considered 

very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they would benefit 
from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views and key features are 

captured. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.3. 
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Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130730_***) 

WC80 Crest of Embankment 326606 392099 096      

WC81 Top of New Ramped Access 326680 392059 097      

WC82 East End of Wallasey Embankment 326820 392090 098 099     

WC83 Leasowe Bay Knuckle 327035 392220 100 101     

WC85 

Sandhills Island Breakwater 

327068 392337 102      

WC85a 327048 392439 103      

WC86 327170 392651 104      

WC84 Root of Eastern Embankment - Access 79 327263 392423 105 106 107    

WC87 Gun-site' Slipway - Access 76 327631 392734 108 109     

WC88 Access Steps No. 75 327777 392853 110      

WC89 Derby Pool Viewing Platform 328193 393122 111 112     

WC90 Leasowe Revetment - Kings Parade Junction 328548 393390 113      

WC91 Crest of the Diode Revetment 328639 393533 114 115     

  

 

 
Frame WC130730_096 
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Frame WC130730_097 

 

 
Frame WC130730_098 
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Frame WC130730_099 

 

                                       
 Frame WC130730_100 Frame WC130730_101 
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Frame WC130730_102 

 

 
Frame WC130730_103 
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Frame WC130730_104 

 

 
Frame WC130730_105 
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Frame WC130730_106 

 

 
Frame WC130730_107 
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 Frame WC130730_108 Frame WC130730_109 

 

 
Frame WC130730_110 
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Frame WC130730_111 

 

                                         
 Frame WC130730_112 Frame WC130730_113 
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Frame WC130730_114 

 

                            
Frame WC130730_115 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. North Wirral 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Kings Parade, Wallasey (Harrison Groyne to Lighthouse Groyne)) 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

30_116 to 
30_155 

WC Beach 
Profiles 26-36. 

 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 
of the 

shoreline & 

defences.  

The Kings Parade frontage comprises the area of amenity open space that was reclaimed in 
the mid 1930s using excavation arisings from construction of the Queensway Mersey tunnel, 

with the frontage being protected by a vertical concrete sea wall. The present defence 

arrangements, comprising a mixture of offshore, shore connected breakwaters and linear 
protection measures to the wall, were completed 27 years ago.  

 
This year the timing of the inspection allowed for inclusion of the seaward side of the 

Portland Island breakwater excluding, due to tide conditions, the eastern roundhead. 

 
Inspection across the western half of the Kings Parade frontage identified generally a 

continuation of previously observed with the following specific observations applying: 
 

 The landward end of the shore connected arm on the Harrison Groyne is almost 

completely buried (frame 30_116).  As identified last year, this will potentially allow a 
greater through put of sediments from Leasowe Revetment to Kings Parade; 

 Generally similar conditions applying around the perimeter of the Harrison Groyne 

structure, with the notable exception of a build up of sand against the westerly flank of 

the primary wave/current arm (due to the growth in the beach ridge, as identified in the 
Leasowe Revetment section – frame 30_125 refers); and infilling of the scour pond to the 

roundhead of the secondary wave arm (frame 30_129); 
 Beach levels along the toe of the wall by the Coastguard lookout (access 65) were 

generally lower again than at the time of the last inspection, continuing the trend 

observed last year;    

 Beach levels in front of accesses 64 and 63 slightly lower than last year (frames 30_130 

& 131); 
 Generally there was no change in beach level in front of accesses 62, 61 and 60. (frames 

30_132-134);  

 Railings to the lower steps at access 61 (frame 30_133) have been damaged since last 

year whilst conversely railings to the access 60 have been repaired (frame 30_134); and 
 Around and in the vicinity of the Portland Island structure there have been further 

changes.  To the lee of the structure on the western side there has been further trapping 

and infilling of sediment resulting in movement of the runnel landwards, such that it now 
located along the toe of the diodes (Frame 30_142).  

 Continue existing 

beach profile 
monitoring with some 

additional profiles or 

alternatively beach 
plan survey across 

the whole area.  
 Use of remote sensing 

monitoring to 

supplement existing 

regime 
 Public safety issue 

arising from missing 

railings to stepped 
accesses to beach 

 Reform and reinstate 

toe armour along the 
seaward face of the 

Portland St 

breakwater, as 
required. 

 Monitor condition of 

other publicly 
maintained defences 

 Establish regime to 

manage wind blown 

sand and dune 
development at Fort 

Perch Rock 
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Little change was observed to beach or structure conditions on the seaward face of the 
Portland Island structure.  The beach surface in front remains undulating and a function of 

the interface of the beach with the structure causing local disturbance. At the western end a 

scour pond has formed on the seaward side, linking to the Rock channel, which flows north 
westerly from the eastern roundhead.  A float was observed lodged in the reef blocks on the 

seaward side of the structure (frames 30_138, 39). Overall, the blocks remain in good 
condition with no specific defects observed.  

 

As identified last year, changes identified from comparison of the 2009 and 2012 oblique 
aerial photographs suggest that significant infilling is taking place to seaward of the 

breakwater rather than the channel moving closer to the structure, although recording at 
different tidal states can provide for incorrect conclusions being drawn.  Nevertheless the on-

going ground and aerial observations are recommended to monitor the changes over the 
coming years. 

 

To the east of the Portland Island Structure there has be little change in conditions applying 
with the following points of note:   

 High beach remains in the immediate lee of the structure (frame 30_144) but beach 

levels drop, as previously observed, towards Portland St due to the lack of drift reaching 
this area; 

 Tidal waters remain trapped against the wall on the west side of Portland St, due to wave 

induced scour along the toe of the wall; and accordingly 

 Beach levels remain low against the access steps between Portland Island access and 

Portland St. slipways; 
 Scour in front of the wall either side of Portland St causes scour channels, flows which 

force their way seaward through rip channels across the foreshore; 

 The link arm from the wall to the Portland Island structure continues to trap easterly drift 

inshore; and 
 Beach levels rise again from Portland St towards Forth Perch Rock. 

 

In the vicinity of Fort Perch Rock dune growth is continuing to take place around and within 
the armour stone that has been placed along the face of the Marine Lake wall (ref frame 

30_155). With this development there is a wind blown sand problem which requires 

clearance from the amenity pedestrian areas but which also finds its way into the lake, 
requiring maintenance dredging to remove.  Additional measures such as removal of the 

developing dune areas and/or provision of screening could be considered alongside the 
general sweeping and removal of sand that is currently carried out in this location, to 

mitigate against these problems. Ideally material removed from the areas should be replaced 
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on lower sections of the beach/ in areas where there is a deficit e.g. off Portland St slipway.  
Trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the beach have been examined typically 

across the upper 300-400 metres only, locally further towards the western end (see table 

below). As identified in previous analyses the frontage is accreting with an average trend of 
+10.2m3 per metre run of shoreline, since the mid 1980s, generally, with the magnitude 

generally increasing from west to east. 
 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A02055 36 1000 -4.0 07/96 2496 09/13 2799 20.2 13 

11A02060 35 800 -3.0 07/94 1331 09/13 1496 8.2 6 

11A02065 34 500 -4.0 07/85 893 09/13 1376 9.8 19 

11A02070 33 400 -4.0 07/85 706 09/13 925 7.4 17 

11A02074 32 300 -4.0 07/85 664 07/12 1243 19.7 7 

11A02079 31 250 -4.0 07/85 669 07/12 755 7.6 16 

11A02082 30 230 -3.0 07/85 510 09/13 550 4.2 23 

11A02085 29 300 -4.0 07/85 953 10/12 932 5.5 16 

11A02088 28 300 -4.0 07/85 929 10/12 1139 14.6 22 

11A02091 27 400 -4.0 07/92 1143 09/13 1637 16.6 15 

11A02093 26 350 -2.0 07/92 721 09/13 1041 15.4 17 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 

 
Observations made during the inspection with regard to safety issues and the condition of 

the defences are generally as reported previously: 

 
 There has been some remedial work to the railings at the western half of the frontage, 

(accesses 60-61 in particular) which in combination with acceptable beach levels means 

that these accesses are now operational.  Elsewhere defects to the railings remain and 
the access points remain out of operation; 

 Remedial work to the toe armour required along the seaward edge of the Portland Island 

breakwater (frames 221-23), as identified above; 
 The crack in the upper part of the Kings Parade wall on the west side of the Portland St 

ramp, identified in last year’s inspection, remains and requires sealing; 

 The exact condition of the reef units is uncertain due to them being covered in algal and 

barnacle growth, although this does not give immediate cause for concern at the present 

time as there are no visible signs of deterioration. Detailed investigations to ascertain the 
condition of the concrete should however be carried out in the future;  

 There was no change in the condition of the toe piling to the Kings Parade wall observed; 
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 Localised algal growth on slipways at Portland Island and Portland St a potential hazard;  

 Difficult access to beach on west side slipway at Portland St due to scour pond. 

 
The results of the on-going monitoring clearly show the impact of the various breakwater 

structures and particularly the impact of the shore connected link to Portland Island and 

beach development to the west of Perch Rock.  
 

As elsewhere the on-going local monitoring being carried out is generally suitable for the 
conditions applying inshore but potentially the addition of some further profiles in the vicinity 

of structures or alternatively a beach plan survey across the whole area would be preferable 

to obtain better definition of local changes here. Beach plan surveys around the breakwaters 
commenced in 2010 but these only provide a partial picture of behaviour around the 

structures. Generally a move away from profiles to complete plan surveys would be 
recommended from which profiles can be extracted to maintain the time series.  Eventually 

the use of remote sensing techniques would be expected to supersede this method (as 
discussed below). 

 

At present surveys do not cover the full extent of the inter-tidal zone due to time/health and 
safety constraints.   

 
Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 

defence condition inspections, as currently carried out.  Also the previous oblique aerial 

photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred that 
aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is considered 

very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they would benefit 
from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views and key features are 

captured. 
 

Further aerial monitoring and the LiDAR data will provide information to support 

understanding of the wider change taking place, particularly the interaction with the offshore 
banks and channels. Regular collection of LiDAR data through the NWRMF, on typically a 2/3 

year frequency, is beginning to provide data to support examination of changes over the 
wider inter-tidal area that cannot be surveyed using traditional ground based methods.  For 

this year’s report, no additional remote sensing data was available to inform the commentary. 
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The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.3. 
 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos (WC130730_***) 

WC92 
1st Stepped Access on Kings 

Parade - Access 65 
328669 393596 116 117 118     

WC93 
Junction of Arms in centre of 

Harrison Groyne 
328645 393757 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 

WC94 
Seaward End Coastguard 
Breakwater North-West Arm 

328514 393855 126 127 128     

WC94a    128       

WC95 
Seaward End Coastguard 
Breakwater East Arm 

328728 393844 129       

WC96 

5 Kings Parade Stepped 

Accesses, 1st at Coastguard 
Station 

328860 393720 130       

WC97 329025 393822 131       

WC98 329208 393927 132       

WC99 329341 393995 133       

WC100 329490 394067 134 135      

WC101 
Western Roundhead to Portland 
Island B/W 

329467 394235 136 137 138 139    

WC102a 
Offshore seaward of Portland 

Island 
329574 394385 140 141      

WC102 
Seaward side of subway at root 

of Portland Island link 
329658 394125 142 143 144 156    

WC103a 
Access 57 east of Portland 
Island 

329845 394216 145 146      

WC104 Access No. 56 330027 394274 147       

WC105 Portland St Slipway  330214 394292 148 149 150 151    

WC106 
Between Portland Street & 
Marine Lake 

330567 394368 152       

WC106a    153 154 155     
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Frame WC130730_116 

 
 

 

 
Frame WC130730_117 
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 Frame WC130730_118 Frame WC130730_119 

 

              
 Frame WC130730_120 Frame WC130730_121 
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 Frame WC130730_122 Frame WC130730_123 

 

              
 Frame WC130730_124 Frame WC130730_125 
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Frame WC130730_126 

 

 
Frame WC130730_127 
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Frame WC130730_128 

 

 
Frame WC130730_129 
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 Frame WC130730_130 Frame WC130730_131 

 

              
 Frame WC130730_132 Frame WC130730_133 
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Frame WC130730_134 

 

 
Frame WC130730_135 
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Frame WC130730_136 

 

              
 Frame WC130730_137 Frame WC130730_138 
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Frame WC130730_139 

 

 
Frame WC130730_140 
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Frame WC130730_141 

 

 
Frame WC130730_142 
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Frame WC130730_143 

 

 
Frame WC130730_144 
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 Frame WC130730_145 Frame WC130730_146 

 

              
 Frame WC130730_147 Frame WC130730_148 
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Frame WC130730_149 

 

 
Frame WC130730_150 
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Frame WC130730_151 

 

 
Frame WC130730_152 
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Frame WC130730_153 

 

              
 Frame WC130730_154 Frame WC130730_155                   
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4.3 RIVER MERSEY 

 

COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER MERSEY 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Fort Perch to Tower Groyne 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_001 to 

29_024 

WC Beach 

Profiles 22-25. 
 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 

of the 
shoreline & 

defences.  

This section of shoreline covers the entrance to the River Mersey on the Wirral side down to 

the first of the rock groynes along the River Mersey frontage.  
 

The views start on the river side of the Lighthouse groyne before proceeding around the 
perimeter of Fort groyne along the shoreline of Marine Parade, views of Victoria Island and 

along the shoreline to Tower groyne. This year the inspection included walking out to the 

seaward extremity of the Lighthouse groyne in order to observe vessel impact damage to one 
of the reef blocks (ref frames 29_02/03). 

 
The frontage is essentially sheltered from the predominant exposure directions that impact 

the shoreline across the North Wirral coast and consequently process changes are relatively 
low in magnitude compared to the open coast sections.  Beaches are predominantly sand but 

the underlying sandstone bedrock is exposed in places.  

 
The Lighthouse groyne (frame 29_03/04) provides a degree of control on the longshore drift 

of sand across the upper beach to the west of Perch Rock, but due to its permeable form and 
elevation some by passing through and over the structure takes place, providing sediment 

that can subsequently be moved into the Mersey for distribution along the New Brighton to 

Seacombe frontage. This is supplemented by material brought in directly by the flows within 
the Mersey entrance channel. 

 
The outer area between the two groynes connected to Fort Perch continues to be in good 

order with beach levels generally similar to those at the time of the previous inspection and 
similar areas of sandstone outcrop exposed (ref frame 30_01).  The beach around and 

seaward of the lighthouse structure is undulating with conditions influence by interactions 

between the beach, the groynes and to a lesser extent the lighthouse structure, around 
which there is classic scour pond (frame (29_05). 

   
Within the inner foreshore bounded by Fort Groyne, Victoria Island and the pumping station 

(frames 13_011-12 to 017-18) the beach was showing greater signs of disruption with 

generally more sandstone outcrop exposed and beach profile interspersed with rip channels 

 Continue existing 

beach profile 

monitoring with some 
additional profiles or 

alternatively beach 
plan survey across 

the whole area.  

 Use of aerial 

photography to 
supplement existing 

regime. 
 Monitor condition of 

publicly maintained 

defences  
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and runnels (frame 30_21). This difference may have been due to the windy conditions that 
had occurred in the month preceding the inspection, creating higher waves than usual for the 

time of year. As identified previously behaviour here is transient with bedrock coverage 

changing from year to year and from season to season.  
 

The beach around Victoria island (ref frames 29_10-12) was similar to previous years 
although there was a local rip channel scoured out along the toe of the structure on its 

landward flank (frame 29_11).  To landward the beach remains raised in elevation, as 

previously noted.  
 

As previously, no change was observed in the condition of the linear rock revetment that runs 
between Perch Rock and the pumping station, which remains in good condition with no 

obvious signs of rock movement. 
 

Immediately upstream of the pumping station less of the sandstone outcrop was visible and 

beach levels remained healthy on the downstream side of the groynes. A scour pond directly 
in front of the wall (ref frame 29_23) is indicative of this section seeing some significant wave 

activity in the recent past (as comment above).  
 

Moving upstream Tower groyne continues to trap the majority of the southerly drift of 

sediment across the frontage, although the localised low point at the root (obscured this year 
by the driftwood art), confirms continued by-passing of the structure here. No changes were 

observed in the condition of this structure.  
 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A02103 25 275 -4.0 07/94 1779 10/12 1410 -15.0 6 

11A02106 24 165 -4.0 07/92 885 09/13 994 -0.8 10 

11A02110 23 150 -3.0 07/85 537 10/12 644 2.1 26 

11A02113 22 175 -4.0 07/87 539 10/12 1119 31.1 10 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 

 

Trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the beach have been examined over typically 
the upper 150-300 metres from the shoreline from the shoreline, locally more adjacent to 

Fort Perch Rock (see table above). The data suggests that there is some variance in 

behaviour with the area between Fort Perch Rock and the pumping station (profiles 25 & 24) 
losing material whilst the area between the pumping station and Tower groyne (profiles 23 & 
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22) has gained material with the magnitude of the latter being greater than the former. 
Overall the frontage is accreting with an average trend of +4.4m3 per metre run of shoreline, 

since the mid 1980s/early 1990s. 

 
The on-going local monitoring being carried out is, as advised previously, generally suitable 

for the conditions applying inshore but potentially the addition of some further profiles in the 
vicinity of structures would be beneficial The provision of LiDAR data for this frontage is not 

considered to be essential, as it will not add much additional value, apart from a greater 

density of level coverage.  Conversely aerial photographs, if recorded at the appropriate tide 
time, will provide a perspective on changes of features within the inter-tidal zone. For this 

year’s report, no additional remote sensing data was available to inform the commentary. 
 

Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 
defence condition inspections, as currently carried out.  Also the previous oblique aerial 

photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred that 

aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is considered 
very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they would benefit 

from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views and key features are 
captured. 

There have been no changes to shoreline or defence arrangements or change in the 

condition of defence structures, applying across this section.  The exact condition of the reef 
units remain uncertain due to the covering of algal and barnacle growth, although this does 

not give any immediate cause for concern at the present time as there are no visible signs of 
deterioration. Detailed investigations to ascertain the condition of the concrete should 

however be carried out in the future. 
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The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.4. 

 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos  (WC130729_***) 

WC108 Root of Lighthouse Groyne 330935 394521 001        

WC108a    002 003 004    

WC108b    005 006      

WC108c    007        

WC109 SW end of Fort Perch Groyne  331211 394539 008 009      

WC110 N End of Victoria Isle Breakwater 331223 394407 010 011      

WC110a    014 015 016 017  

WC112 Promenade Bastion 331137 394233 018 019 020 021  

WC113 S End of Victoria Isle Breakwater 331305 394242 012 013      

WC114 1st steps S of Victoria Rd - Access 46 331283 394012 022 023      

WC116 Root of Tower Groyne 331363 393817 024        

 

 

 
Frame  WC130729_001 
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 Frame  WC130729_002  Frame  WC130729_003 

 

 
Frame  WC130729_004 
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Frame  WC130729_005 

 

 
Frame  WC130729_006 
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Frame  WC130729_007 

 

 
Frame  WC130729_008 
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Frame  WC130729_009 

 

              
 Frame  WC130729_010 Frame  WC130729_011 
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Frame  WC130729_012 

 

 
Frame  WC130729_013 
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Frame  WC130729_014 

 

              
 Frame  WC130729_015 Frame  WC130729_016 
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 Frame  WC130729_017 Frame  WC130729_018 

 

              
 Frame  WC130729_019 Frame  WC130729_020 
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Frame  WC130729_021 

 

              
 Frame  WC130729_0022 Frame  WC130729_023 
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Frame  WC130729_024                              
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER MERSEY 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Tower Groyne to Egremont Groyne 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_024 to 
29_050 

WC Beach 
Profiles 12-21. 

 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 
of the 

shoreline & 

defences.  

This section covers the Mersey River wall frontage upstream to the final groyne at the site of 
the old Egremont Ferry (WC124). The frontage is in two sections, with a further groyne 

located at approximately the mid-point, opposite Manor Lane (WC121).  

 
This section of frontage shows significantly different conditions than the section to the north 

of Tower Groyne. The inputs of sediment to this frontage are much reduced but nevertheless 
some material is still being transported upstream and finding its way onto the beaches. 

 

The frontage is protected from direct wave attack although some waves that travel up the 
entrance channel can impact the shoreline obliquely. In addition waves that enter the estuary 

obliquely from directions west of north can be reflected off the dock walls on the Liverpool 
side and impact the Wirral side of the river. 

 
The primary factor influencing behaviour however is the flows within the channel that can 

move material in suspension and deposit in the areas between the groynes.  

 
The underlying sandstone bedrock remains exposed across much of this section of frontage, 

however, as previously, there was very little noticeable change in conditions applying. 
 

Any sediment movement inshore of the groynes extremities is trapped towards the landward 

end of the downstream faces of the groyne structures.   
 

In September 2012 Mersey Docks and Harbour Company (MDHC) undertook a sediment 
tracer and numerical modelling exercise with a view to increasing the quantity of fine 

sediment dredged from the docks and disposed of at the Mid River disposal site (see Figure 
4.2). The results of these studies suggested that there would not be an increase in fine 

sediments finding its way onto the beaches between New Brighton and Seacombe or 

adversely impacting habitats elsewhere in the Mersey Estuary system.  On this basis MDHC 
were proposing to gradually increase the quantity of fine sediment disposed of here during 

2013 with on-going visual monitoring being used to identify any unusual observations that 
may be linked to this increase.  No specific changes in beach forms or surface sediment 

composition in this respect, were observed during the current inspection. 

 

 Continue existing beach 

profile monitoring.  
 Use of remote sensing 

monitoring to 

supplement existing 

regime 
 Monitor condition of 

publicly maintained 

defences, particularly 
cracking in promenade 
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Future inspections will review potential impacts arising from this and also potential impacts 
arising from dredging associated with the Liverpool 2 development.  

 

There is a small sand beach on the upstream side of the Manor groyne caused by drift 
through or over the structure but apart from the two upper extremities the beaches are 

dominated by the underlying geology seeing little in the way of fresh import of material, as 
borne out by the beach change figures in the monitoring reports. 

 

Offshore from the defences there is a large sand bank between the Tower and Manor 
Groynes that has been developed by drift transported by flows but which cannot supply 

material further inshore due to there being insufficient energy to move it closer to the 
shoreline.  This feature was visible this year, as was a local patch of mussel beds just 

downstream from the seaward end of the Manor groyne. This bank acts to trap tidal waters 
in its lee which results in the formation of a rip channel which runs south to north before 

forcing its way into the channel at the end of the Tower groyne (frame 32).  

 
Generally conditions were similar to those recorded previously, with the following specific 

observations applying: 
 

 The upper beach on the downstream side of Manor groyne (ref frames 29_34/35) 

appears to spread further downstream almost to Holland Rd slipway; and 

 There was slightly more sand in evidence along the toe of the wall between Manor 

groynes and Egremont groyne (frames 29_38 to 29_ 47). Noticeably some of the sand 
was yellow in colour, which contrasts with the native redder sand derived from attrition 

of the underlying bedrock.  This is indicative that some material from the estuary has 
found its way into this section of frontage. 

 
Apart from localised undermining of the end of the Maddock Rd slipway (frame 29_40), there 

were no changes to shoreline or defence arrangements and no change in the condition of 

defence structures, applying across this section with previously identified defects remaining 
but not having worsened, namely: 

 
 Cracking in the pavement surfacing at accesses 35 & 36 - the Magazine and Holland Rd 

Slipways (frame 29_33);  

 Degradation of Hot Rolled Asphalt surfacing, immediately south of Manor Groyne, 

recorded in 2011 but not repeated; and 

 A transverse crack in the masonry wall at the landward end of the Egremont groyne 

(frame 29_48). As previously recommended this should be monitored for on-going 
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movement.  
 

It is recommended that all these defects are monitored and remedial works carried out as 

necessary. 
 

Trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the beach are limited to generally within 
200-400 metres of the shoreline (see table below) but cover the majority of the inter-tidal 

area.  Examination of trends goes back to the late 1980s/early 1990s and provides evidence 

of the positive effect the rock groyne structures, built in 2000, have had on beach volumes 
overall.  All profiles (except No. 17) are showing positive accreting trends over that period 

with an average trend of +9.0m3 per metre run of shoreline. This accords with the overall 
positive rate of change provided by the historical volume analysis (see 2012 report). 

 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A02116 21 200 -4.0 07/88 608 09/13 742 6.5 14 

11A02118 20 225 -4.0 07/85 630 10/12 894 11.0 25 

11A02123 19 325 -4.0 07/92 1074 10/12 1284 8.8 15 

11A02127 18 400 -4.0 07/93 1294 10/12 1447 3.7 15 

11A02131 17 375 -5.0 07/94 1529 09/13 1605 -1.4 11 

11A02135 16 300 -4.0 07/88 871 07/11 1063 8.4 12 

11A02143 15 240 -4.5 07/94 743 09/13 949 11.5 11 

11A02146 14 225 -4.0 07/94 506 07/10 769 21.4 10 

11A02152 13 175 -4.0 07/94 422 09/13 588 10.5 13 

11A02155 12 165 -4.0 07/94 474 09/13 644 9.8 12 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 

 
As elsewhere the on-going local monitoring being carried out is generally suitable for the 

conditions applying across this section of frontage. The provision of LiDAR data for this 
frontage is not considered to be essential, as it will not add much additional value, apart from 

a greater density of spot level coverage.  For this year’s report, no additional remote sensing 

data was available to inform the commentary. 
 

Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 
defence condition inspections, as currently carried out.  Also the previous oblique aerial 

photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred that 

aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is considered 
very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they would benefit 
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from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views and key features are 
captured. 

 

The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.4. 
 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos  (WC130729_***) 

WC117 Dalmorton Rd Slipway 331379 393740 025 026 027     

WC118 Vaughan Rd Steps - Access 42 331406 393578 028 029       

WC119 Magazine Slipway - Access 39 331463 393301 030 031 032     

WC120 Promenade Cracking – Access 36 Holland Rd Slipway 331497 393156 033        

WC120a    034 035      

WC121 Manor Lane Groyne Root – Access 33 331643 392753 036 037 038 039  

WC122 Maddock Slipway – Access 31 331746 392432 040 041 042 043  

WC122a Access steps 30 331843 392186 044 045      

WC123 Egremont Groyne Slipway North – Access 29 331983 391886 046 047 048    

WC124 Root of Egremont Groyne 332043 391889 050       

                         

 
Frame  WC130729_025 
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     Frame  WC130729_026 Frame  WC130729_027 
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     Frame  WC130729_028 Frame  WC130729_029 

 

 

              
     Frame  WC130729_030 Frame  WC130729_031 
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     Frame  WC130729_032 Frame  WC130729_033 

 

 

                    
     Frame  WC130729_034 Frame  WC130729_035 
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Frame  WC130729_036 

 

 

 
 

 

              
     Frame  WC130729_037 Frame  WC130729_038 
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     Frame  WC130729_039 Frame  WC130729_040 

 

 

 
Frame  WC130729_041 
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Frame  WC130729_042 
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     Frame  WC130729_043 Frame  WC130729_044 
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Frame  WC130729_045 
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Frame  WC130729_046 

 

 

Frame  WC130729_050 
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     Frame  WC130729_047 Frame  WC130729_048                  
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Figure 4.2 – Location of MDHC Mid River Dredging Disposal Site in River Mersey relative to Wirral Frontage 

(ex ETS, 2013 © MDHC) 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER MERSEY 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Egremont Groyne to Seacombe Ferry 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_049 to 

29_067 

WC Beach 

Profiles 1-11. 
 

Annual 
inspection of 

the condition 

of the 
shoreline & 

defences.  

This section is the final leg of the inspection from Egremont Groyne to the Council’s statutory 

limit of coastal protection responsibility at Seacombe Ferry.  
 

Beach composition coarsens and consequently inter-tidal zone width narrows from north to 
south. Across the northern part of the frontage between the Egremont Groyne and Guinea 

Gap the beach is predominantly sand but reduces in width. South of Guinea Gap (WC128) 

the beach is coarser in composition (sand and shingle mix), steeper in profile and 
consequently narrower (frame 30_181). In addition beach levels are lowering with the 

consequence that more extensive toe works have been introduced along the toe of the wall 
(frames 30_179-184).   

 
On the immediate upstream side the beach is sand at the top of the foreshore and muddy 

sand lower down (frames 052-53). The shoreline steps back immediately south of the groyne 

and rock armour has been installed, to minimise the impact on the river wall of waves 
diffracted around the end of the groyne (frame 30_53). The upper beach here has largely 

been denuded of fines comprising predominantly shingle and cobbles derived from past 
boulder clay erosion, although some sand, which is either a remnant from pre groyne 

construction or has found its way through or over the groyne, has found its way into this 

section. 
 

The outer beach adjacent to the groyne shows similar characteristics to those on the 
downstream side of the other groynes with a slightly higher elevation initially which traps 

tidal waters in its lee (frame 056-57). A rip channel exists on the immediate upstream side of 
the groyne to drain waters towards the channel.  

 

Conditions are primarily dictated by tidal energies and each of the groynes influences process 
behaviour in a similar manner but with the magnitude of the effect decreasing upstream.  

Generally conditions applying at the time of the 2012 inspection were similar to those 
observed previously, as elsewhere along the Mersey River Wall frontage, although there was 

evidence of movement of surface sediment and particularly the surficial sand appeared to be 

yellower in colour, potentially indicative of sand being moved into the area.  

 Continue existing 

beach profile 

monitoring.  
 Use of remote sensing 

monitoring to 

supplement existing 
regime 

 Monitor condition of 

publicly maintained 

defences 
 Public Safety issue 

arising from algal 

growth on stepped 
accesses 
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There have been no changes to defence arrangements or change in the condition of defence 
structures, applying across this section. Rock armour, masonry wall and concrete/piled toe 

constructions are showing no signs of deterioration. There is an on-going risk of slipping on 

access steps, associated with algal growth.  Nonetheless all accesses remain open and the 
beach accessible.  

 
With the width of inter0tidal beach decreasing moving upstream limited change can be 

discerned across this frontage with specifically profiles 1-4, immediately downstream of 

Seacombe Ferry not included in the analysis. 
 

Trends of changes in the cross sectional area of the beach for profiles 5-11 are limited to 
generally within 50-100 metres of the shoreline (see table below) but cover the majority of 

the inter-tidal area.  As further upstream examination of trends goes back to the late 
1980s/early 1990s and provides continuing evidence of the positive effect the rock groyne 

structures, built in 2000, have had on beach volumes overall.  Profiles 8-11 are all showing 

accretive trends over the period, whilst the remainder are stable indicating slight erosion 
only. The average trend is +3.8m3 per metre run of shoreline. This accords with the overall 

positive rate of change provided by the historical volume analysis (see 2012 report). 
 

Profile ID 
Length 

(m) 

Base 
Level1 (m 

AOD) 

Earliest Profile Latest Profile 
Trend 

(m2/yr) 

No of 
profiles 

used NWRMF Local Date Area Date Area 

11A02157 11 110 -4.0 07/85 276 08/01 340 2.4 10 

11A02161 10 165 -5.0 02/96 530 10/12 760 13.9 6 

11A02165 9 120 -4.0 07/88 282 10/12 435 9.0 8 

11A02167 8 100 -4.0 07/97 237 10/12 307 5.1 8 

11A02169 7 75 -5.0 07/86 253 10/12 261 0.0 10 

11A02171 6 50 -4.0 07/93 134 10/12 100 -2.0 7 

11A02173 5 50 -4.0 07/86 109 10/12 68 -1.4 9 

11A02175 4 

 
11A02177 3 

11A02179 2 

11A02181 1 

Note: 
1 Level denotes the datum above which the XSAs have been calculated at each profile 

 
The on-going local monitoring being carried out continues to be generally suitable for the 

conditions applying across this section of frontage. The provision of LiDAR data for this 

frontage is not considered to be essential, as it will not add much additional value, apart from 
a greater density of spot level coverage.   
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Process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations and 
defence condition inspections, as currently carried out.  Also the previous oblique aerial 

photography has proved useful in identifying some of the changes that have occurred that 

aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  Continuation of these surveys is considered 
very useful to supplement the ground inspections carried out, although they would benefit 

from improved specification requirements to ensure comparative views and key features are 
captured. 

 

The locations of each of the photograph waypoints across this section are shown in the table below. The positions of these waypoints are shown on Figure 2.4. 
 

Waypoint Location Easting Northing Photo Nos  (WC130729_***) 

WC124 Root of Egremont Groyne 332043 391889 049     

WC126 Sandon Road Access 332085 391676 051      

WC127 Opposite Wallasey Town Hall Upstream Gable End 332210 391483 052 053    

WC128 Guinea Gap Steps - Access 24 332254 391436 054 055    

WC128a    056 057    

WC129a Access Steps 20 332300 391300 058 059    

WC129 Access Steps 18 332467 391117 060 061     

WC130 Access Steps 17 - Near Tunnel Vent Building 332513 391025 062 063     

WC131 Seacombe Ferry North Side 332549 390852 064 065     

WC132 Seacombe Ferry South Side 332589 390811 066 067    

 

 
Frame WC130729_049 
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Frame WC130729_050 

 

 
Frame WC130729_051 
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     Frame WC130729_052 Frame WC130730_053       

 

              
     Frame WC130729_054 Frame WC130730_055 
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     Frame WC130729_056 Frame WC130730_057 
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     Frame WC130729_058 Frame WC130730_059 
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     Frame WC130729_060 Frame WC130730_061 

 

              
     Frame WC130729_062 Frame WC130730_063 
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     Frame WC130729_064 Frame WC130730_065 

 

              
           Frame WC130729_066 Frame WC130730_067 
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5. KEY POINTS & OBSERVATIONS 

The following key points have arisen from the inspection and examination of available data carried out: 

 

River Dee Frontage 
 No noticeable change in conditions applying upstream of Tinkers Dell; 

 Tinker’s Dell discharge through upper beach evident as in 2010 and 2011, primarily associated with 

rainfall immediately prior to inspection; 

 Localised beach movement but generally little change in conditions applying between Tinkers Dell and 

Thurstaston Sailing Club. Clay exposed at boundary between upper and lower beach in places; 
 Some toe erosion and slumping of cliff faces along Thurstaston Cliffs frontage; due to a combination of 

high tide levels and pluvial run-off. 

 Minor changes to Gayton channel location; 

 No significant change across the Caldy Golf club frontage but underlying boulder clay continues to be 

exposed from time to time along the upper/lower beach boundary; 
 No change in conditions in vicinity of Croft Drive outfall;  

 Across the northern part of the frontage between the Croft Drive outfall and Marine Lake, conditions 

were similar to those observed in 2012; 

 The impacts of spoil disposal from the Marine Lake dredging in 2009 are still evident but this area is 

gradually, year on year, improving and becoming more similar to the area of beach immediately to the 

north; 
 Conditions across frontage immediately north of Marine Lake largely similar to those previously 

observed but with more surface water on the beach, thought to be primarily due to recent rainfall 

immediately prior to inspection; 
 Upper beaches north of Marine Lake continuing to exhibit impacts of beach raking and cleansing;  

 Provision of TENSAR matting between railings at north end of South Parade continuing to reduce 

quantities of wind blown sand moving landward; 

 No change in conditions applying across the Royal Liverpool Golf Club frontage with the southerly 

extent of the green beach continuing to be controlled by beach management measures; and 

 No changes to defence arrangements applying.  

 
North Wirral Frontage 

 No obvious change in defence and/or foreshore conditions applying between Red Rocks and Kings Gap; 

 Remedial works to apron adjacent to Beach Rd not carried out; 

 Beach vegetation still in evidence, approximately 50-75 metres seaward of the shoreline, from Beach 

Rd moving easterly towards Kings Gap, although difficult to distinguish any significant change in extent 
or density from ground level; 

 Also east of Beach Rd, upper beach continues to be raked and cleansed;  

 Beach spraying continuing between Red Rocks and the new RNLI station bi-annually (up to 120 metres 

from shoreline); 
 Some missing sections of TENSAR matting to railings at Kings Gap access; 

 Continued evidence of green beach development between King’s Gap and RNLI to seaward of approved 

spraying zone.  

 Conditions along Meols Parade generally similar to observed previously, although less clumps of 

vegetation evident between RNLI and Sandhey slipways;  

 Also between RNLI and Sandhey slipway, the beach directly in front of the defences was generally very 

soft, indicative of local soft sediments being laid down across this section; 
 Fresh spalling damage to the coping of an elevated section of crest wall, along Meols Parade, observed 

 No discernible changes in the location of the Meols channel along the Meols Parade and Bennets Lane 

to Dovepoint Groyne frontages; 

 Local damage to pedestrian access/cycle way at West end of Wallasey Embankment observed; 

 Significant change in the Meols channel arrangements to the east of Dovepoint Groyne.  Although the 

channel still moves towards the toe of the embankment as soon as it passes Dovepoint Groyne it now 
remains along the toe of the embankment for a longer length before starting to force its way offshore 

towards open water.  The main channel has merged with the rip channel that used to run along the toe 
of the embankment from just east of the Lighthouse to Pasture Road, and now runs along the 

embankment to just west of the Pasture Rd access before it starts to move away from the shoreline. 
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This represents a easterly shift of about 500-600 metres in the location of the channel, which could 
potentially have an impact on the integrity of the embankment if left unchecked. The 2013 alignment of 

the channel is now closer to that which existed in 2002; 

 Location of Meols channel and algal growth on lower embankment continues to restrict direct access to 

beach west of Leasowe lighthouse; 
 Beach levels along the toe of the embankment, east of Pasture Road generally similar to those 

observed in 2012; 

 No significant change in conditions around offshore breakwaters either side of Leasowe Bay, apart from 

cyclical scour issues around the roundheads; 
 Further movement of troughs and channels and in-filling within Leasowe Bay taking place; 

 Shore link to Leasowe Island covered up again, having been partially exposed during winter storms in 

2012; 

 Continued accretion along Leasowe Revetment frontage controlled by linkage between Sandhills Island 

and Harrison Groyne with changes to ridge and runnels.  Long term scour channel along toe of 
Leasowe revetment still in evidence; 

 Rip channels across frontage being forced easterly with landward movement of runnels at east end and 

consequent growth in main beach ridge here; 

 No obvious changes to embryo dunes at east end of Leasowe Revetment – current management 

regime unknown.  Need for beach management plan to be developed for this area; 
 General cyclical scour issues associated with breakwater extremities along Kings Parade; 

 Beach levels in front of wall between Harrison Groyne and Portland Island generally equal to or lower 

than in 2012; 

 Railings repaired to stepped accesses 60 but new damage to railings at access 61; 

 High level beach runnel on west side of Portland Island access now up against toe of “diode” 

revetment; 
 Inspection included seaward side of Portland Island breakwater and generally confirmed previously 

identified bank and channel arrangements. Need for further surveying/remote sensing to identify 

potential future pathways for water across seaward face of structure, which could affect integrity of 

structure; 
 Need for remedial action to relocate / reinstate armour blocks in front of reef units on seaward face of 

Portland Island breakwater; 

 To the east of the Portland Island Structure, the healthy beach remains in the immediate lee of the 

structure but beach levels drop towards Portland St with rip channel along toe of structure and western 
slipway; 

 Stepped accesses, between Portland Island and Portland St slipways remain cordoned off; 

 Scour pond off Portland St slipway west preventing access to beach; 

 Accretion continuing to west side of Fort Perch Rock with associated wind blown sand and dune 

development problems – need for active beach/dune management plan for this area. 
 

New Brighton to Seacombe Frontage 

 Outer area between the Lighthouse and Fort groynes connected to Fort Perch continues to be in good 

order with beach levels generally similar to those at the time of the previous inspection and similar 
areas of sandstone outcrop exposed; 

 Inner foreshore bounded by Fort groyne, Victoria Island and the pumping station showing greater signs 

of disruption with generally more sandstone outcrop exposed and beach profile interspersed with rip 
channels and ridges; 

 Maintenance of healthy beach conditions between Fort Groyne and Tower groyne, with Tower groynes 

trapping material on downdrift side; 

 Scour channel directly in front of wall between Pumping station and Tower groyne – indicative of recent 
wave reflection.  

 Little change in conditions observed upstream of Tower groyne; although some evidence in surface 

sediments of estuary sand, yellower in colour, being transported into the areas between Tower and 

Manor groynes and Manor and Egremont groynes  
 No changes to defence arrangements or condition observed; and 

 Low magnitude beach change continuing  
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Overall the report has identified that, apart from changes to the Meols channel arrangements, which require on-
going inspection and remote sensing monitoring, there have been few significant changes in conditions applying 

compared to those that have been generally reported.  

 
 

6. SUMMARY OF PRIMARY ACTIONS 

In accordance with the project brief, specific requirements in relation to monitoring, management and health 

and safety issues are identified in the individual commentary sheets provided above. A summary of these 

requirements is provided in Table 6.1 below. Generally these are as reported in the previously with any changes 
from previously identified in italic font. 
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Table 6.1: Summary of Monitoring, Management and Health and Safety Issues Arising 

Primary 

Area 

Secondary Area Additional Monitoring 

Requirements 
Priority Maintenance Intervention Health & Safety Issues 

River Dee Gayton to Tinker’s Dell • Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to supplement 
existing regime 

• None identified • None identified 

 Tinker’s Dell to Marine 
Lake West Kirby 

• None identified • None identified 

 Marine Lake frontage 
 

• None identified • None identified 

 Marine Lake to Red Rocks • Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to supplement 
existing regime 

• Continuance of beach management regime 
relating to green beach and wind blown 
sand 

• None identified 

North Wirral Red Rocks to Hoylake 
RNLI Station 
 

• Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to supplement 
existing regime 

• Examine potential for using new 
technologies e.g. NOC X-band 
radar 

• Continuance of beach management regime 
relating to green beach and wind blown 
sand. 

• Repair damage to wall apron at Beach Rd 
(private responsibility) 

• Public Safety issue arising from 
muddier areas on beach 

 Hoylake RNLI Station to 

Dovepoint 
 

• Monitor and repairs to defence elements 

as necessary, specifically damaged copings 
and areas of concrete overlay.  
Improvement works to be carried out as 
per Wirral Coastal Strategy 
recommendation, subject to EA approval 
and available funding. 

 Wallasey Embankment 
 

 Monitor and repair concrete defences as 
necessary, with specific attention on 
settlement and change in condition of T-
unit bays;  

 Investigate condition of toe piling/extend 
rock protection as necessary (Wirral 
Coastal Strategy Recommendation); 

 Permanent repair to pedestrian/cycle 
access slabbing required. 

 Public Safety issue arising from 
algal growth on lower sections 
of defences and access to 
foreshore 

 Leasowe Bay to Harrison 
Drive 
 

• Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to supplement 
existing regime 

• Consideration of replacement of 
2D profiles with 3D Beach plan 

surveys, from which profiles can 
be extracted 

 Monitor and repair concrete defences as 
necessary, with specific attention on 
settlement and change in condition of T-
unit bays; 

 Beach management regime relating to 

wind blown sand/dune development at 
Harrison Drive. 

 
 

 Public Safety issue arising from 
algal growth on lower sections 
of defences and access to 
foreshore 
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Table 6.1: Summary of Monitoring, Management and Health and Safety Issues Arising 

Primary 

Area 

Secondary Area Additional Monitoring 

Requirements 
Priority Maintenance Intervention Health & Safety Issues 

 Kings Parade, Wallasey 
(Coastguard to Fort 
Perch) 

• Monitor and repairs to defence elements 
as necessary; 

• Re-instatement of moved rocks on 
Portland Island breakwater; 

• Repairs to cracked section of wall adjacent 
to Portland St slipways;  

• Beach management regime relating to 
wind blown sand/dune development at 
Marine Lake; 

• Examine condition of concrete in reef units 
(not priority). 

 Only stepped accesses between 
the Coastguard Station and 
Portland Island (65-59), that 
provide safe access to beach, 
are open.  Accesses between 
Portland Island and Portland St 
slipway (56, 57) are cordoned 
off. 

 Localised algal growth on 
slipways at Portland Island and 
Portland St a potential hazard.  

 Difficult access to beach on 
west side slipway at Portland St 
due to scour pond 

River Mersey Fort Perch to Tower 
Groyne 

• Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to supplement 
existing regime 

• Monitor and repairs to defence elements 
as necessary. 

• None identified 

 Tower Groyne to 
Egremont Groyne 

• Investigate & address cracking and 
deterioration of surfacing to promenade 
areas. 

• None identified 

 Egremont Groyne to 
Seacombe Ferry 

• Monitor and repairs to defence elements 
as necessary; 

• Monitor cracks to wall at root of groynes. 

 A number of stepped accesses 
require extreme care and 
attention when using. Public 
Safety issue arising from algal 
growth on steps 
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7. SPECIFIC MONITORING RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Coastal Process Inspection presented here provides an integral part of the monitoring regime carried out 

across the Wirral, supplemented by the Annual Coastal Defence Inspections and regular beach profile 

monitoring process reports produced by authority staff. 
 

This monitoring is now funded under the North West Regional Monitoring Framework (NWRMF), formerly the 
Cell 11 Regional Monitoring Strategy (CERMS). 

 

Generally the monitoring across the Wirral frontage is considered adequate for the Authority’s needs at present.  
 

Potential changes to the monitoring regime were highlighted in the 2009-2012 reports and these, presented 
below, amended to reflect current information availability, continue to remain generally valid:  

 
 Use of remote sensing data (aerial photography, LiDAR etc), generally being collected under CERMS, in 

order to provide an assessment of wider scale changes e.g. Meols channel, Gayton channel, saltmarsh 

extent and sandbank movement.   A 2013 set of oblique photographs were commissioned following the first 

of the winter 2013/14 storms, in December 2013. These will be examined as part of the 2014 report; 
 LiDAR data sets are being obtained typically every 2/3 years under NWRMF). LiDAR datasets will provide 

information to enable beach volume changes across the whole of the inter-tidal zone to be identified rather 

than just the area covered by the present profiles, which are, in places, limited in their extent due to time 
and safety constraints. The last set was recorded in 2008/09. A 2011 survey of the outer Hoyle bank was 

carried out in March 2011 as part of a LIDAR exercise to record the extent and elevation of a number of 

offshore banks in Liverpool Bay (Geomatics, April 2011) which has been used to inform previous 
observations. A 2013 survey was recorded but no data has yet been supplied by NWMRF in this respect. 

Future LiDAR surveys, commissioned through the North West Regional Monitoring Framework, covering the 
North Wirral Coast and the Dee & Mersey Estuaries to be used to inform future monitoring; 

 Modification of present beach profile survey arrangements, particularly where the inter-tidal zone is non-

uniform due to structure or topography constraints e.g. around breakwaters. This would typically mean 
replacement of profiles with topographic surveys, from which 2D profiles could still be extracted to maintain 

the present time series. The primary area for this is from Leasowe Bay to New Brighton. Surveys around 

breakwater structures have been carried out but it is suggested that a plan survey of the whole of the 
frontage would be more appropriate, however it is recognised that the use of LiDAR surveys may be a more 

appropriate method for recording these areas; 
 GPS survey to record the extent of the saltmarsh at Hoylake and West Kirby (Royal Liverpool Golf Club) 

commenced in 2010 but no additional data provided since to support observations.  Repeat surveys to be 
carried out as part of monitoring programme; 

 Obtaining strategic data (e.g. wind, waves and tides) through the CERMS database in order to relate 

changes in forcing parameters to the response information recorded. This work to be reported through the 
Annual Coastal Process Monitoring Reports; and 

 The Irish Sea Coastal Observatory have an X band radar system at Hilbre from which bathymetry data can 

be derived within a range of approximately 4 km of the site.  NOC (formerly POL) have carried out a 
comparison of this and LiDAR data and found there to be a good level of agreement.  This system therefore 

has the potential for providing data across this frontage at greater frequency and lower costs than 
traditional methods. Particularly this provides opportunities to obtain pre and post storm surveys without 

short timescale mobilisation. Liaison with NOC (Contact - Dr Paul Bell: psb@pol.ac.uk) to discuss how this 

might be developed is recommended.  
  

mailto:psb@pol.ac.uk
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8. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

Generally the majority of observations from the 2013 inspection are as recorded in the 2012 report, 

supplemented by examination of additional data that has become available in the interim. 

 
As identified previously, there is generally good interaction between the defences and the foreshore with, 

particularly across the North Wirral coast, beach levels improving and, climate change notwithstanding, 
exposure of the defence elements reducing in many places.   

 

With this growth in beach levels there are unwanted side effects such as wind blown sand, which is affecting a 
number of areas e.g. West Kirby, Hoylake, Leasowe Bay, Harrison Drive and the Marine Lake at New Brighton. 

Also the accretion in levels has lead to development of vegetated beach areas and appropriate monitoring and 
management of these areas is required to ensure that there is an appropriate balance achieved between the 

natural environment and other beach usage e.g. for amenity. 
 

Notwithstanding this there are a number of key matters arising that require on-going attention through further 

monitoring, studies or intervention, the need for which has been reinforced through the proposals identified in 
the Wirral Coastal Strategy (AECOM, June 2013) specifically: 

 
 Movement of the Meols channel and potential interaction with key defence elements e.g. Wallasey 

Embankment; 

 Development of proposals to provide improvements to defences e.g. Meols Parade; 

 On-going movement and growth of East Hoyle Bank; and 

 On-going overall changes in beach volumes across River Dee frontage, south of Marine Lake and impacts 

on long term management. 

 
The form of shoreline inspection carried out continues to provide a valuable overview of conditions applying 

across the Wirral frontage to be used in conjunction with other monitoring and management arrangements that 
the authority carries out. 
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